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Text 1(a). INTRODUCTION TO AGENCY

Any study of modern law must start with agency, because it lies at the very heart of the subject and because without it modern commerce would not exist. An example will illustrate the point. Suppose that A wishes to open a business for the manufacture and sale of toys. He will have to acquire premises and machinery, engage staff, obtain supplies of the necessary materials and then he must sell the finished product to buyers at home and perhaps abroad. To do these things he will have to make a great many contracts and clearly it will be physically impossible for him to make all the contracts personally. He therefore employs other persons to make them on his behalf. These other persons are called agents. Then he may decide to take in one or more partners, in which case each partner will be an agent for the other in the running of the business of the firm. Alternatively he may decide to form a limited company by filing certain documents at Companies House. A company registered under the Companies Act, 1948, is a distinct legal person apart from its members and being an artificial person it can only do business through agents.
The foregoing paragraph should have revealed the essential nature of the agency relationship. It can be defined as the relationship which arises whenever one person (the agent) acts on behalf of another person (the principal) and has power to affect the principal's legal position with regard to a third party. In practice the two most important functions of an agent are: (a) making contracts on his principal's behalf and (b) disposing of his property. 

When is an agent not an agent?

In this book the word “agent” is used to describe a person who acts on behalf of another in his dealings with third parties. In commerce, however, the word is very often used in a different sense. For example, a “sole agent” may be simply a person who is given sole selling rights by a particular manufacturer. When such a person contracts with third parties he does so as principal. This distinction is fundamental and must be borne in mind.
The power to act through an agent 
The common law rule is that any person can act through an agent — qui facit per alium facit per se, the reason being the obvious one of practical convenience. The only exceptions to the rule occur where a person occupies a position requiring personal performance or where the parties make a contract which expressly or impliedly prohibits delegation to an a agent. 

Agency distinguished from other relationships

(1) Agents and trustees
Agents resemble trustees in that both stand in a fiduciary position so that they must not make a secret profit and must not allow their interests to conflict with their duty. Again if a principal entrusts property to an agent who misappropriates it, the agent can be regarded as a trustee for the purposes of the Limitation Act, 1939. On the other hand an agent differs from a trustee in various ways. A trustee is the legal owner of property while an agent has, at most, a legal power to dispose of it. Again, an agent genuinely represents his principal, whereas it cannot be said that a trustee represents his beneficiaries. Finally there are many cases where the principal-agent relationship is merely that of creditor and debtor. 

The key of agency

The key of agency is the agent's power to alter his principal's legal position, by making contracts on his behalf or disposing of his property. This power to bind the principal can arise in three ways:
1) By consent.
2) By operation of law.
3) By the doctrine of apparent authority.
In the vast majority of cases the agent's power to bind his principal is based on consent. The principal authorizes the agent do an act on his behalf and the agent does it. The authority can be express or implied, and it can be precedent or subsequent (when is known as ratification). 
When a third party deals with an agent he clearly cannot be expected to concern himself with the precise limits of the agent's actual authority. He relies instead on the appearance of authority. This has crystallised into the maxim that so far as the third party is concerned, the apparent authority is the real authority. Used in this sense the expression "apparent authority" means any authority which the agent appears to have, so that it overlaps with actual authority if the agent does an authorised act. It is more convenient, however, to use the words “apparent authority" to mean authority which appears to exist but does not exist in fact, and this meaning is the one used in this book.
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
This section deals with the relationship between a principal and his agent in those cases where the relationship is a consensual one.
Formalities
The general rule is that no formalities are required for the appointment of an agent. As Lord Granworth put it in an early case:
"No one can become the agent of another person except by the will of that other person. His will may be manifested in writing or orally or simply by placing another in a situation in which ... according to the ordinary usages of mankind that other is understood to represent and act for the person who has so placed him".
To the general rule there is one major exception — an agent appointed to execute a deed (such as a conveyance in the sale of land) must be authorised to do so by a deed— the latter being known as a power of attorney. It should be noted, however, that even if the agent is not appointed by deed he can validly execute a deed if he does so in his principal's presence and by his authority. 

Capacity 

So far as an agent is concerned, there is no need for him to have full contractual capacity because he will normally be a mere link between two contracting parties. An agent for one party can also act as agent for the other if this does not involve any breach of the duties which he owes to the first principal. A common example is that of a solicitor acting for both vendor and purchaser on a sale of land.

Consideration

Although in most cases there is an express or implied agreement to pay remuneration, it is perfectly possible for agency to be gratuitous. The most common case of gratuitous agency is in the domestic sphere, as where a mother tells her son to do the weekend shopping!
Ratification

The relationship of principal and agent can be created by ratification, which occurs where an agent acting without authority does an act on behalf of his principal and the principal adopts what the agent has done. 

Duties of agent 

(1) Obedience

If the agency is contractual, an agent who agrees to act is bound to perform his agency and is liable in damages if he fails to do so.
In Turpin v. Bilton:
An agent was instructed to insure his principal's ship and agreed to do so. He failed to insure and the ship in question was lost. Held, the agent was liable for failing to perform his contractual duty.
The agent will not, of course, be liable if he fails to perform an act which is illegal or void.
If the agency is a purely gratuitous one, the agent incurs no liability for not embarking on the agency at all, but if he does embark on it he will be in the same position as a paid agent. 
An agent must keep within his authority, express or implied, and cannot disregard his instructions even if this might benefit the principal.

(2) Care and skill

Some early cases appear to draw a distinction between a paid agent and a gratuitous one. The latter is only bound to show such skill as he in fact possesses while the former must show the degree of skill which an agent in his position usually shows. This distinction has been criticised as being "entirely unsound in principle".
Where it is the agent's duty to communicate material facts to his principal he must do so with reasonable diligence.

(3) Personal performance

Since the relationship of principal and agent is essentially one where the personal quality and skill of the agent are of the essence, the general rule is that agent must perform personally and cannot delegate — delegatus non potest delegare.

(4) Good faith

An agent stands in a fiduciary position to his principal and like other persons in such a position (e.g., servants, trustees, company directors and promoters) he must act in good faith and he must not allow his interest to conflict with his duty. 
Secret profit. If an agent were to be allowed to make a secret profit from his agency, his interest would be likely to conflict with his duty. Hence, in the absence of full disclosure, he must account for such profit.

(5) Duty to account

An agent is bound to pay over to his principal all sums received by him for the use of his principal. A number of other duties are supplementary to this basic one, and they include a duty to keep the principal's property distinct from that of the agent, a duty to keep an account of transactions entered into on behalf of the principal and a duty to produce this account to the principal or someone appointed by him.

ACTIVE VOCABULARY
agency – агентский договор, договор представительства, правоотношения принципала и агента
commercial law – торговое право
to engage staff – нанимать персонал  (рабочих и служащих)
to run the business - управлять, руководить коммерческой деятельностью, фирмой, предприятием
to form a limited company – учредить акционерное предприятие с ограниченной ответственностью
to file documents — подать документы, подшить документы к делу; оформить документы
legal (or artificial) person — юридическое лицо
to do business — вести дела, заключать сделки
agency relationship — правоотношения принципала и агента
power (or authority) — полномочие, право
legal position — правовое положение, статус
dealings — деловые отношения, сделки
sole agent — агент (продавец) с исключительными правами на продажу; монопольный агент
sole selling rights — исключительные права на продажу
manufacturer — изготовитель
qui facit per alium facit per se (Lat.) — кто действует через посредство другого лица, действует сам
delegation (to) — передача полномочий кому-либо
to adopt the common law rule — воспринять норму общего права
to be inconsistent (with) — быть несовместимым с чем-либо
trustee — доверительный собственник
in a fiduciary position — в доверительном положении, в положении доверенного лица
secret profit — скрытая прибыль
to entrust property (to) — вверять кому-либо имущество
to misappropriate — присваивать (неправомерно)
for the purposes of the Limitation Act – по смыслу Закона об исковой давности
bribe — взятка
proprietary interest (in) — пpaвo собственности на что-либо
servant — служащий
independent contractor — подрядчик
to turn (on) — зависеть от чего-либо
master— хозяин, работодатель
the law of tort — деликтное право
key feature—главный признак, основная отличительная черта
subsequent authority (or ratification) — полномочия с последующим подтверждением
agent of necessity — агент в силу необходимости 
actual authority — фактически данные агенту полномочия (явновыраженные или подразумеваемые)
appearance of authority — презумпция полномочий 
apparent authority — разумно предполагаемые по обстоятельствам полномочия агента; презюмируемые полномочия 
to authorize — уполномачивать, разрешать
consensual relationship — правоотношения, возникшие с обоюдного согласия
usage — обычай, обыкновение
to execute a deed — совершить документ за печатью
to authorize by a deed — давать полномочие, уполномачивать документом за печатью
a power of attorney — доверенность
by the authority of — на основании полномочий кого-либо
the other party — контрагент
full contractual capacity — полная дееспособность на заключение договоров
contracting parties — договаривающиеся стороны, стороны по договору
remuneration — вознаграждение 
gratuitous — безвозмездный
bу ratification – с последующим подтверждением полномочий
to act without authority – действовать без полномочий 
retrospective  -  имеющий обратное действие, ретроспективный
duties — обязанности
obedience – выполнение указаний
to be liable in damages — нести ответственность за убытки
to instruct — дать указание, поручать
to insure — застраховать
for failing to perform — за неисполнение
illegal — незаконный
to incur liability — нести (возлагать на себя) ответственность
to embark on the agency — приступить к исполнению агентского договора
a paid agent — агент, действующий за вознаграждение
to notify — уведомлять
cases to support this view — прецеденты в пользу этой точки зрения
to keep within one's authority — действовать в пределах полномочий, не превышать полномочия
instructions — указания, инструкции
care — заботливость
skill — умение, квалификация
unsound in principle — необоснованный
to communicate material facts (to) — доводить до сведения кого-либо существенные факты
with reasonable diligence — с разумным усердием
delegatus non potest delegare (Lat.) — уполномоченный не может передавать свои полномочия
to delegate one's powers — передавать свои полномочия
to act in good faith — действовать добросовестно
to conflict with — противоречить чему-либо
to account (for) — отчитаться за что-либо, дать отчет в чем-либо
duration of duty — срок выполнения обязанностей
to pay over (to) — передавать (суммы) кому-либо
for the use of the principal — в пользу (для) принципала
to keep the property distinct from — держать имущество отдельно от…
to keep an account of transactions — вести отчетность о делах (сделках)
to produce this account to — представлять отчет кому-либо

EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
agency, commercial law, to form a limited company, to file documents, legal (or artificial) person, agency relationship, power (or authority), legal position, sole agent, sole selling rights, delegation (to), trustee, to adopt a common law rule, to be inconsistent (with), in a fiduciary position, to entrust property (to), to misappropriate, for the purposes of the Limitation Act, bribe, proprietary interest (in), servant, independent contractor, master, the law of tort, subsequent authority (or ratification), actual authority, apparent authority, consensual relationship, usage, to execute a deed, a power of attorney, by the authority of, full contractual capacity, contracting parties, remuneration, gratuitous, by ratification, retrospective, obedience, to be liable in damages, to instruct, to insure, for failing to perform, illegal, to incur liability, to embark on the agency, a paid agent, to notify, to keep within one's authority, instructions, care, skill, unsound in principle, to communicate material facts (to), with reasonable diligence, to delegate one's powers, good faith, to account (for), duration of duty, to pay over (to), for the use of the principal, to keep account of transactions.


Text 2. RIGHTS OF AGENT
( 1 ) Indemnity
If an agent incurs liability or is forced to expend money in the performance of his agency, the general rule is that he is entitled to an indemnity from his principal unless the contract excludes this right.
The right to indemnity is subject to three qualifications. In the first place there is no right of indemnity unless the agent's acts are  authorised or ratified by the principal.
Secondly, there can be no right of indemnity if the agent is in breach of his duties to the principal or if the loss in question is due to the agent's own default.
The third qualification is the obvious one that no indemnity can generally be claimed in respect of an illegal act. The agent can, however, claim indemnity by showing that he was unaware of the illegality and that the act in question was not manifestly unlawful. Similarly, no indemnity can be claimed where the subject-matter of the agency is a wagering contract, a rule which has given rise to some interesting problems in connection with speculations on the Stock Exchange. It is clear that if a broker incurs a liability to .accept shares from a jobber he will be entitled to an indemnity from his principal even though the principal intended to gamble and never intended to take up the shares.
The agent can only claim remuneration if there is an express or implied agreement to pay it. Such an agreement will be implied wherever a person is employed to act as agent in circumstances which raise the presumption that he would, to the knowledge of his principal, have expected to be paid. Obviously, an agent employed in a normal commercial transaction will expect remuneration.
The Agents Authority

This section is concerned with what is undoubtedly the most important and the central feature of the agency relationship — the power of the agent to affect his principal's relations with third parties. In the vast majority of cases this power flows from what is known as authority — the principal authorizes the agent to do an act and the agent does it. Sometimes, however, the power arises as the result of conduct of the principal which creates the appearance of authority although it does not in fact exist. If the principal induces a third party to believe that the agent has authority and the third party relies and acts upon this so-called "apparent authority", the principal will be estopped from denying the authority and will be liable accordingly.
It is convenient to divide this section into five parts:
(1) Express authority.
(2) Implied authority.
(3) Usual authority.
(4) Apparent authority.
(5) Ratification.
(1 ) Express authority

Express authority may be given by a principal to his agent orally or in writing, and in the latter case it may by under hand or under seal. If the authority is given under seal it is known as a power of attorney. The construction of a written authority is governed by the normal construction rules.
(2) Implied authority

The scope of the agent's authority is not in practice confined to the performance of those acts which are specified in the express words of authority. In addition the agent has authority (known as implied authority) to do everything necessary for, or incidental to, the execution of his express authority. Thus, to take an obvious example, an agent employed to "sell" a house has implied authority to sign a memorandum of the contract under section 40 of the Law of Property Act, 1925. This implied authority is a real authority and it arises from the construction of the express authority.
(3 ) Usual аuthоritу

The usual authority of an agent links up neatly with his implied authority, because it forms part of the implied authority unless it is restricted.
Factors and brokers. — A factor is "an agent entrusted with the possession of goods for the purpose of sale” and has implied authority to sell in his own name. He may also warrant the goods if it is customary to warrant the type of goods in question. A broker differs from a factor in that he has no authority to sell in his own name, and in addition he is generally not entrusted with possession of the principal's goods.
Estate agents. — An estate agent who is entrusted to find a purchaser has no authority to sign a contract on behalf of the vendor, but if he is employed to sell property he has such a right. 
Del credere agents. — A del credere agent is usually a broker and like other brokers he has implied authority to make contracts on his principal's behalf. The special feature of this type of agency is that the agent agrees, in return for a commission, to guarantee payment of the price.

(4) Apparent authority

The topic of restricted usual authority links up neatly with apparent authority because in both cases a principal is liable for acts done by his agent without real authority. The following judicial pronouncement forms a convenient starting point:
“Ostensible or apparent authority which negatives the existence of actual authority is merely a form of estoppel and a party cannot call in aid an estoppel unless three ingredients are present: (1) representation, (2) a reliance on that representation and (3) an alteration of his position resulting from such reliance".

(5) Authority by ratification

Having considered the cases of real authority (express, implied and usual) and the cases where the principal is liable despite the absence of authority (restricted usual authority and apparent authority) it remains to consider the problem of ratification. This occurs where an initially unauthorised act is subsequently affirmed (or ratified) by the principal and thereupon becomes binding. It is a case of real authority given after the event has taken place.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
to expend money in the performance of his agency — тратить деньги при исполнении своего агентского договора
…is subject to three qualifications — имеет три ограничения, связано тремя условиями
to be due to the agent's own default — происходить по вине самого агента
manifestly unlawful — явно незаконный, противоправный
a wagering contract — договор-пари
stock exchange — фондовая биржа
jobber — биржевик, заключающий сделки за свой счет
to gamble — рисковать, играть в азартные игры
to take up the shares — приобретать акции
to raise the presumption — давать основания для презумпции
to the knowledge of the principal — насколько принципал знает
to induce (lead) a third party to believe — дать основания третьему лицу полагать
to be estopped from denying the authority — ограничиваться в процессуальном праве возражения против наличия полномочий
under hand — от руки
normal construction rules — обычные правила толкования договора
the scope of the agent's authority — объем полномочии агента
to be confined to — сводиться к чему-либо, ограничиваться чем-либо
incidental to — связанный с чем-либо,
a memorandum of the contract — письменный документ, подтверждающий договор
factor — агент по продаже, фактор
auctioneer — аукционист
stockbroker — биржевой брокер
estate agent — агент по продаже (сдаче внаем) недвижимости
to warrant the goods — давать гарантию на товары
to be customary — быть обычаем
del credere agent — агент, берущий на себя делькредере (поручительство за выполнение договора третьим лицом)
in return for a commission — за комиссионные
judicial pronouncement — авторитетное заявление судьи
ostensible authority — презюмируемыс полномочия
to negative — отрицать
estoppel—доктрина "эстоппел", т.е. ограничение процессуального права на возражение, процессуальное правило, согласно которому суд не принимает доказательства в отношении наличия или отсутствия какого-либо факта
initially unauthorized act—действие, совершенное вначале без полномочий
to affirm — подтвердить
thereupon — в силу этого
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
to be subject to qualifications, to be due to one’s own default, manifestly unlawful, a wagering contract, stock exchange, jobber, to raise the presumption of, to the knowledge of the principal, to induce a third party to believe, to be estopped from denying smth., under hand, normal construction rules, the scope of the agent's authority, a memorandum of the contract, stockbroker, estate agent, to warrant the goods, to be customary, del credere agent, in return for a commission, judicial pronouncement, ostensible authority, to negative, estoppel.


Text 3. NATURE OF THE CONTRACT OF INSURANCE

A contract of insurance is one having for its object the indemnification against loss, or the payment of a lump sum upon the happening of a certain event. The principal forms of insurance are life, fire and marine; fire and marine insurance being contracts of indemnity, life insurance being a contract for a lump sum. Almost any risk, however, can be made the subject of a contract of insurance, and, in particular, accidents, employers' liability, and burglary are very commonly insured against.
The parties to a contract of insurance are the insurer, who is .sometimes known as assurer or underwriter, and the insured. The insurer is the person taking the risk, and agreeing to indemnify or pay a lump sum down on the happening of a particular event; and the insured is the person paying the premium for the consideration of the contract, in order that he may be indemnified or receive payment. The contract is generally evidenced by an instrument known as a policy.
The distinction between a contract of insurance and a mere wagering contract is important, since there is very little difference between speculating as to whether a horse will win a certain race, or whether a particular ship will be lost or not upon a given voyage. The difference between these cases is that, as regards a wager, the parties to the agreement suffer no loss or detriment, apart from the stake, whatever the result may be; whereas in the case of a valid contract of insurance the insured is bound to show that he has an insurable interest in the thing insured.
An insurable interest exists where a person is so circumstanced with respect to the subject-matter of the policy as to have benefit from its existence or prejudice from its destruction. Save in some forms of life assurance, the interest must be a pecuniary one, so that a contract of insurance is as a rule a contract of indemnity against pecuniary loss. In relation to marine insurance, a statutory definition of an insurable interest is given under S.5 of the Marine Insurance Act, 1906.
If policies are merely wagering agreements, the court will not enforce them, and moreover the premiums paid cannot be recovered.
A contract of insurance is one of the class uberrimae fidei because it is a type of contract in which, as a rule, one party is peculiarly in possession of facts unknown to the other at the lime the contract is negotiated. The result is that all material facts within the knowledge of the parties must be disclosed, otherwise the contract may be rescinded by the party to whom disclosure should have been made. This rule applies to all classes of insurance contracts, and is binding upon an agent equally with a principal. The test as to the materiality of a particular fact is whether or not such fact, if disclosed, would have influenced a reasonable underwriter to decline the risk, or to have stipulated for a higher premium.
When it is stated in the policy that "the proposal shall be the basis of the contract and incorporated therein", the truth of the statements contained in the proposal becomes a condition precedent to the liability of the insurer, altogether apart from the question of the materiality of such statements. If the contract is entered into by an agent of the insured, nondisclosure by the agent, even though the principal did not know of the particular fact which ought to have been disclosed, will render the contract void.
Disclosure to an agent of the insurer is not sufficient to bind the latter if the particular fact is not disclosed in the proposal form which forms the basis of the contract.
A false statement in a proposal form for a fire insurance policy that the proposer's insurance had not previously been refused by any other office has been held to be a concealment of a material fact which would render the policy void.
The refusal of a proposal made by one of the partners in a firm on his own behalf, is a material fact which must be disclosed in any proposal on behalf of the partnership.
Recovery under a policy was held not to be possible where the proposal form, the truth of the statement therein being warranted by the insured, contained a misstatement by the clerk of the insurance broker who had filled up the printed form of proposal to be used. The clerk was deemed in such a case to be the agent of the insured.
Non-disclosure in the proposal form relating to the insurance of a motorcar (such form containing the usual clause as to disclosure that during the previous three years another car belonging to the insured had been removed on three occasions, but in each case had been recovered within a few hours, was held to be material so as to entitle the insurers to avoid the policy.
If a material alteration of the risk arises between the date of the proposal and the issue of the policy, notice must be given to the insurer, otherwise he will be entitled to avoid the contract. 
If an insured person has in view a particular and unusual risk which is not brought to the notice of his insurers, that risk is not covered by general words which are, on the face of them, wide enough to cover such risk.
Reinsurance is the act insuring a risk by an insurer who has already made himself liable in respect of it. Misrepresentation of any facts for the purpose of obtaining a reinsurance will vitiate the contract.
Reinsurance is resorted to for the purpose of spreading the risk over a number of insurers, and arrangements are made by means of “treaties" with other insurance companies or underwriters for a specific proportion of the risk to be taken over by the latter in consideration of payment of a part of the premium received. Certain companies restrict their activities to undertaking reinsurance business. Risks of considerable magnitude are thus undertaken directly or indirectly by several insurers. It must be noted, that the insured looks only to the insurer who has issued the policy; it is for the latter to recover from the reinsurers the due proportion of the amount of the loss sustained.
If the insurer successfully resists a claim by the insured, but is unable to recover his costs, he cannot claim to be reimbursed proportionately by the reinsurer unless there is a special term in the treaty to that effect, as the loss was not one for which the insurer (and consequently the reinsurer) was liable.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
contract of insurance — договор страхования
indemnification — возмещение вреда, компенсация
to indemnify—возмещать (убытки), застраховывать, компенсировать
indemnity — возмещение, гарантия от убытков, ущерба 
lump sum — общая, паушальная, аккордная, твердая сумма 
life (fire, marine) insurance — страхование жизни (страхование от пожара, морское страхование)
liability insurance—страхование на случай гражданско-правовой ответственности insurer — страховщик
the insured — страхователь 
underwriter — морской страховщик, страховщик 
premium — страховая премия, страховой взнос 
policy — страховой полис, договор страхования 
wager policy — азартный полис 
voyage — рейс
voyage policy — рейсовый полис 
insurable interest — страховой интерес 
prejudice — ущерб, нанесение ущерба 
life assurance — страхование жизни 
pecuniary loss — денежный, материальный убыток 
statutory definition — определение закона (в законе) 
uberrimae fidei — договор, требующий наивысшей степени добросовестности (о договоре страхования)
to negotiate a contract — вести переговоры с целью заключения договора, заключить договор
proposal (or application) form — бланк заявления о страховании
insurance broker — страховой брокер (маклер)
to fill up a printed form — заполнять бланк заявления
to avoid a policy— аннулировать договор страхования
reinsurance — перестрахование
to vitiate a contract — лишить договор юридической силы
to issue a policy — оформить страховой полис
to reimburse — возвращать (сумму), возмещать (расходы)
to sustain (suffer, incur) a loss — нести убыток
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
contract of insurance, indemnification, indemnity, lump sum, life, fire and marine insurance, liability insurance, insurer, the insured, underwriter, premium, insurance policy, wager policy, voyage policy, insurable interest, pecuniary loss, uberrimae fidei, to negotiate a contract, application form, to avoid a policy, reinsurance, to vitiate a contract, to issue a policy, to reimburse, to sustain a loss.


Text 4. MARINE INSURANCE

The risk in a contract of marine insurance is usually undertaken by a person called an underwriter, the TERMS BEING arranged between him and the insured by an insurance broker. The principal body of underwriters is the Corporation of Lloyd's.
Every underwriter at Lloyd's, before he can commence business, is required to make a substantial deposit with the Committee of Lloyd's which is held in trust specifically for outstanding marine risks. In addition to this his accounts are subject to a yearly audit by a professional accountant, approved by the Committee, who must certify the result of his audit to the Committee, in accordance with the requirements of the Insurance Companies Act, 1958.
The fact that most of the marine insurance business is undertaken by underwriters at Lloyd's does not preclude insurance companies from issuing policies in respect of marine risks. On the other hand, activities of underwriters are not restricted to marine insurance; risks of all kinds (except life) are frequently insured against by them.
The law relating to marine insurance had been codified by the Marine Insurance Act, 1906.

Definition and Extent of Marine Insurance

The Act defines a contract of marine insurance as a contract whereby the insurer undertakes to indemnify the insured, in manner and to extent thereby agreed, against the losses incident to a  marine adventure.
A contract of marine insurance may, by its express terms, or by usage of trade, be extended so as to protect the insured against losses on inland waters or against any land risk incidental to a sea voyage.

The policy and its terms

Particulars of the insurance are first entered by the insurance broker upon a "slip", which is the foundation of the contract. If there is a stamped policy in existence, the slip may be referred to in legal proceedings in order to arrive at the true terms of the contract. But although the slip can be used for this purpose, it does not itself form any legal contract; and a liquidator of an insurance company which has initialed slips is not entitled to issue policies to the holders.
A contract of marine insurance must be incorporated in a marine insurance policy (Marine Insurance Act, 1906, S.22), and signed by or on behalf of the insurers. It must specify (i) the name of the insured or some person who effects the insurance on his behalf; (ii) the subject-matter insured and the risk insured against; (iii) the voyage or period of time covered by the insurance; (iv) the sum insured; and (v) the name of the insurers.

Insurable Interest

Every person has an insurable interest who is interested in a marine adventure, and particularly where he stands in any legal or equitable relation to the adventure, or any insurable property at risk therein, in consequence of which he may benefit by the safety or due arrival of insurable property, or may be prejudiced by its loss, damage, or detention, or may incur liability in respect thereof.
The insured must be interested in the subject-matter insured at the time of the loss, though he need not be interested when the insurance is effected; but where the subject-matter is insured "lost or not lost", he may recover, although he may not have acquired his interest until after the loss, unless at the time of effecting the contract of insurance the insured was aware of the loss, and the insurer was not.
Where the insured has no interest at the time of the loss, he cannot acquire interest by any act or election .after he is aware of the loss; but if a person has such an interest, he can ratify a policy made on his behalf but without his authority, even when he knows that a loss has occurred.
A defeasible or contingent interest is insurable, and so also is a partial interest.
The underwriter has an insurable interest in his risk, and may reinsure in respect of it; but unless the ро1icy otherwise provides, the original insured has no right or interest in respect of such re-insurance.

Disclosure by the Insured

The contract being uberrimae fidei, if the utmost good is not observed by one party the contract may be avoided by the other party. It is therefore essential that all material circumstances within the knowledge of the insured be disclosed by him to the insurer, before the contract is concluded.
But in the absence of enquiry his need not disclose any circumstances diminishing the risk, or as to which information is waived by the insurer, or which are a matter of notoriety, and therefore presumably known to the insurer, or which is superfluous to disclose by reason of any express or implied warranty.
Where an insurance is effected for the insured by an agent, the agent must disclose to the insurer every material circumstance which is known to himself, and every material circumstance which the insured is bound to disclose, unless it comes to the knowledge of the insured too late to communicate it to the agent. Further, the insured or his agent must disclose to the insurer every material fact which, having regard to the nature of his business, he ought to know. And if he fails to make such disclosure the underwriters are not liable, even though they also might have been aware of such fact  in the ordinary course of their business.
Every material representation made by insured or his agent to the insurer during the negotiations for the contract, and before the contract is concluded, must be true. If it is untrue the insurer may avoid the contract.
A representation as to a matter of fact is true if it is substantially correct, and a representation as to a matter of expectation or belief is true if it is made in good faith. A representation may be withdrawn or corrected before the contract is concluded.
CLASSIFICATION OF POLICIES
(
1) Vоуage and Тime Policies

Where the contract is to insure the subject-matter "at and from", or from one place to another or others, the policy is called a "Voyage Policy" and where the contract is to insure the subject-matter for a definite period of time, the policy is called a "Time Policy". A contract for both voyage and time may be included in the same policy, this being described as a "Mixed Policy".

(2) Valued Policy

A valued policy is one which specifies the agreed value of the subject-matter insured. If a total loss occurs, the amount recoverable under a valued policy is the sum for which the ship is so insured, without having regard to her actual value at the time of the loss; and in the absence of fraud or other circumstances vitiating the whole policy, the question of value cannot be reopened.

(3) Unvalued Policy

An unvalued policy is one which does not specify the value of the subject-matter insured, but, subject to the limit of the sum insured, leaves the insurable value to be subsequently ascertained.

(4) Floating Pо1iсу

A floating policy is a policy which describes the insurance in general terms, and leaves the name of the ship or ships and other particulars to be defined by subsequent declarations. The subsequent declaration or declarations may be made by endorsement on the policy or in other customary manner.
Unless the policy otherwise provides, the declarations must be made in the order of dispatch or shipment. They must, in the case of goods, comprise all consignments within the terms of the policy, and the value of the goods or other property must be honestly stated, but an omission or erroneous declaration may be rectified even after loss or arrival, provided the omission or declaration was made in good faith.
Unless the policy otherwise provides, where a declaration of value is not made until after notice of loss or arrival, the policy must be treated as an unvalued policy as regards the subject-matter of that declaration.


ACTIVE VOCABULARY
make a deposit (with) — внести задаток (залог, взнос)
hold in trust — владеть доверительным имуществом
outstanding marine risks — невыплаченные страховые суммы по морскому страхованию
accounts — счета
audit — проверка отчетности, ревизия; аудит
professional accountant — бухгалтер-эксперт
to certify — удостоверять, заверять
to insure (against) — застраховывать(ся) от чего-либо
extent of insurance — пределы страхования
losses incident to a marine adventure — убытки, могущие возникнуть во время морского рейса
inland waters — внутренние водные пути
particulars — (подробные) сведения
slip — страховой талон, предварительная страховая записка
stamped policy — страховой полис, оформленный на бланке
refer (to ) — ссылаться на что-либо
legal proceedings — судебное дело, иск, разбирательство, судопроизводство
to arrive at the true terms of the contract — установить действительные условия договора
to form a legal contract — составлять юридически действительный договор
to initial — парафировать
(policy) holder — держатель страхового полиса
to stand in any legal or equitable relation to the adventure — находиться в состоянии известной связанности по нормам общего права и права справедливости по отношению к рейсу, иметь отношение к рейсу согласно нормам общего права или права справедливости
to be prejudiced — понести ущерб
loss — гибель (имущества), страховой случай
detention — задержка, задержание
to incur liability — нести ответственность
election — право выбора, выбор
defeasible interest — оспоримый (страховой) интерес
contingent interest — обусловленный чем-либо (страховой) интерес
partial interest —долевой (частичный) страховой интерес
enquiry — запрос, требование сообщить сведения
notoriety — известность
representation — заявление (факта)
a matter of expectation or belief — предполагаемый вопрос
time policy — страховой полис на срок 
mixed policy — смешанный полис (на рейс и на срок) 
valued policy — валютированный полис (с объявленной стоимостью)
total loss — полная гибель (судна, груза) 
recoverable — подлежащий взысканию 
floating policy — генеральный полис
dispatch — отправка, отгрузка
shipment — отгрузка
consignment — отгрузка, отгруженная партия товара
to rectify — исправлять (текст документа)

EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
to make a deposit (with), to hold in trust, outstanding marine risks, account, audit, professional accountant, to insure (against), extent of insurance, losses incidental to marine adventure, inland waters, particulars, slip, stamped policy, legal proceedings, to arrive at the true terms of the contract, to form a legal contract, (policy) holder, to stand in any legal or equitable relation to the adventure, to be рrejudiced, loss. Detention, to insure liability, election, defeasible interest, contingent interest, partial interest, enquiry, notoriety, representation, a matter of expectation or belief, time policy, mixed policy, valued policy, total loss, recoverable, floating policy, dispatch, shipment, consignment, to rectify, to fulfill a stipulation.

Text 5. EXPORT SALES

This subject, the importance of which needs no emphasis, can be conveniently divided into three sections — the contract of sale, payment, and carriage of goods by sea. It is proposed to consider these topics in that order.
THE CONTRACT OF SALE
How are orders obtained?

The English exporter can obtain export contracts in a number of ways. First, he can, if his business is large enough, set up a branch or a subsidiary company in the foreign country. Secondly, he can appoint agents to obtain orders. Thirdly, he can enter into what is called an "exclusive sales" agreement with a foreign importer whereby the importer agrees to buy exclusively from the exporter and to use his best endeavours to create a market for the exporter's goods, and in return he is given exclusive selling rights within a particular territory. The following points should be noted with regard to exclusive sales agreements:
(1) The exporter should ensure that the agreement does not contravene the law relating to restraint of trade and restrictive practices in the foreign country as well as English law. In practice the laws of many foreign countries are stricter than the provisions of English law.
(2) The agreement should make it clear that orders are placed by the foreign buyer as principal and not as agent. The advantage of the agreement from the seller's point of view is that he can deal with one firm which is well known to him, rather than with a large number of unknown firms whose solvency may be doubtful.
(3) The agreement should specify precisely the goods covered, the territory covered, the obligations of the parties and the duration of the arrangement. A seller might, to make the arrangement worthwhile, require the buyer to place orders up to a specified amount within a certain period. A clause requiring the buyer to do this should state this obligation is not dependent on the buyer himself having obtained orders for the goods.
Having dealt with the methods by which orders are obtained, it is now possible to consider the actual contract of sale between the English seller and the foreign buyer, and the obligations to which they give rise.
What law applies?
Since an export sale involves a foreign clement, it will not necessarily be governed by English law. An English exporter who wishes, as he usually does, to have the contract governed by English law should insert a stipulation to that effect. Even if the contract does not expressly state that English law applies a clause referring disputes to English arbitration will have this effect.
Types of contract
A number of different types of contract can be concluded, and the question of which is best will usually depend on the type and size of business which the exporter carries on. The terms of many of the contracts about to be discussed have become standardised but the interpretation of these terms is not uniform throughout the world.
Ex works
An ex works contract approximates most closely to a domestic sale. The seller is bound to make available goods of the contract description at the agreed time and place, and the buyer's duty is to collect them. In the absence of contrary agreement the price is payable on delivery and the properly and risk will usually pass to the buyer when the goods are unconditionally appropriated to the contract. Where the buyer requires documents, such as an export license, which are obtainable in the seller's country, it is the duty of the seller to assist the buyer to obtain them.
F.O.R. (free on rail)
Here the seller's obligations are slightly more extensive. He must see that the goods are loaded onto the railway authority's collecting vehicle and, at his own expense, he must give immediate notice to the buyer that this has been done. The presentation of an invoice or advice note is sufficient for this purpose. Once the goods have been delivered to the railway authority the property and risk pass to the buyer and the price becomes payable. The duty to assist the buyer with regard to the obtaining of documents is the same as on an ex works contract. The buyer must, of course, make his own arrangements for carriage and must pay the freight. He must also inform the seller of the destination of the goods.
F.A.S. (free alongside)
Under this contract it is the duty of the seller to place the goods, at his own expense, alongside a ship named by the buyer. The buyer, for his part, must nominate a ship and give adequate notice to the seller, and the loading of the goods onto the ship is also the buyer's responsibility. Property and risk pass when goods have been placed alongside.
F.O.B. (free on board)
Under this contract, which is of great commercial importance, still further obligations are undertaken by the seller. These obligations are not always uniform.
Strict f.o.b. The strict form of f.o.b. contract requires the seller, at his own expense, to place the goods on board a ship nominated by the buyer. The buyer, for his part, must nominate a ship and inform the seller in good time. The price quoted by the seller does not take into account freight and insurance, because these are a matter for the buyer.
Passing of risk. The risk passes to the buyer when the goods have been lifted over the ship's rail. The goods are then both commercially and legally "on board", and if they are subsequently damaged while the loading is being completed the buyer bears the loss.
Passing of property. It is generally accepted that property passes to the buyer when the goods have been handed over the ship's rail; in other words, at the same time as the risk. If, of course, the contract goods form part of a larger consignment so that at the moment of shipment they are still unascertained, no property passes until they are ascertained. It should be noted that the risk in such a case may pass before the property so that if the entire consignment were accidentally damaged after being lifted over the ship's rail, the loss would fall on the buyer, if this was the intention of the parties.
C.I.F. (cost, insurance, freight)
The essential feature of the c.i.f. contract is that it is "a contract for the sale of goods to be performed by the delivery of documents". This emphasis on the shipping documents — insurance policy, bill of lading and invoice — can be seen from the case of C.Groom, Ltd. v. Barber where it was held that on tender of the documents the buyer is bound (unless otherwise agreed) to pay for the goods, even if they have already been lost. He will normally have a claim in respect of the loss under the contract of carriage or the contract of insurance.
Before considering the duties of the parties, it must be emphasised that if a contract does not posses this "sale of documents" character, it will not be a c.i.f. contract, even though the parties give it that name.
Duties of seller. The main duties of the seller under a genuine c.i.f. contract can be summarised as follows:
He must ship goods of the contract description within the agreed time, or if no time is agreed, within a reasonable time. Time for delivery is usually of the essence in commercial contracts.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY

export sales — экспортная торговля, продажа на экспорт 
to obtain an order — получать (находить) заказ 
branch (or subsidiary) company — отделение (или филиал) компании, дочерняя компания
"exclusive sales" agreement — договор купли-продажи с исключительными правами
exclusive selling rights — исключительные права на продажу товаров
to contravene the law — нарушать закон, право; противоречить закону, праву
contravention — нарушение (закона) 
restraint of trade — ограничение торговли 
restrictive trade practices — ограничение торговли 
to deal with a firm — вступать в сделки с фирмой 
the duration of the arrangement — срок договоренности 
to place orders (with) — размещать заказы у кого-либо 
clause — оговорка, пункт (в договоре) 
foreign element — иностранный элемент 
to govern (or to cover) — регулировать
to insert — включить, вписать (в документ)
to refer disputes to arbitration — передавать споры в арбитраж
to have effect — иметь (юридическую) силу
to carry on business — вести дела, вести коммерческую (или хозяйственную) деятельность
standardised terms — типовые условия 
ex works — франко-завод, с завода
to make available — доставлять, поставлять, предоставлять 
goods of the contracts description — товары, соответствующие описанию в договоре
contrary agreement — соглашение об ином
	the price is payable on delivery — оплата товара производится при поставке
the goods are unconditionally appropriated to the contract — товар выделен для безусловного исполнения договора
export license — экспортная лицензия
F.O.R. (free on rail) — франко-жел. дорога, франко-вагон
extensive — широкий, обширный
railway authority — администрация железной дороги
collecting vehicle — транспорт для подвоза грузов к железной дороге
presentation — предъявление
invoice — счет-фактура
advice note — извещение об отгрузке по ж.д.
to make arrangements for carriage — договариваться о перевозке
freight — фрахт
destination — место (или пункт) назначения
F.A.S. (free alongside) — франке вдоль борта судна, условия фас
to nominate a ship — выбирать (или назначать) судно
F.O.B. (free on board) — франко-борт, условия ФОБ
to quote a price — назначать цену
ship's rail — борт судна
commercially and legally — в коммерческом и юридическом смысле (отношении)
to bear the loss — нести (оплачивать) убытки
C.I.F. (cost, insurance, freight) — условия СИФ
shipping documents — отгрузочные документы
bill of lading — коносамент
on tender of the documents — при передаче документов
to be lost — погибнуть (о товаре)
to have a claim in respect of the loss — иметь право на иск из гибели товара
time for/of delivery — срок поставки
to be of the essence — иметь значение
commercial contract — торговый договор
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
export sales, to obtain an order, branch (or subsidiary) company, "exclusive sales" agreement, exclusive selling rights, to contravene the law, contravention, restraint of trade, restrictive trade practices, to deal with a firm, the duration of the arrangement, to place orders (with), clause, foreign element, to govern (or to cover), to insert, to refer disputes to arbitration, to have effect, to carry on business, standardised terms, ex works, to make available, goods of the contract description, contrary agreement, the price is payable on delivery, the goods are unconditionally appropriated to the contract, export license, F.O.R. (free on rail), extensive, railway authority collecting vehicle, presentation, invoice, advice note, to make arrangements for carriage, freight, destination, F.A.S. (free alongside), to nominate a ship, F.O.B. (free on board), to quote a price, ship's rail, commercially and legally, to bear the loss, C.I.F. (cost, insurance, freight), shipping documents, bill of lading, on tender of the documents, to be lost, to have a claim in respect of the loss, time for/of delivery, to be of the essence, commercial contract.


Text 6. PAYMENT
Сash
The seller may, of course, require payment in cash and contracts providing for "cash against documents" are commonly found. Often, however, the buyer is anxious to obtain the goods on credit, so that he can pay for them out of the proceeds of a resale.

Credit
Although the system of sending bills of lading to buyers together with bills of exchange is still quite widely used, it has one defect from the seller's point of view, namely the practical difficulties that might arise if the buyer failed to honour the bill of exchange. These difficulties might well be considerable if the goods had already been shipped and the market was falling. To eliminate this risk the practice of payment by banker's commercial credit was evolved. This practice has great advantage from the exporter's point of view and at the present time a very large proportion of the export credit is financed in this way.
Nature of Credit
Looked at from the exporter's viewpoint the essential feature of the transaction is that he can look to a bank for payment of the price, thereby eliminating virtually all risk of not receiving payment. Credits take a variety of forms, but in all of them the seller delivers the shipping documents to the bank and the bank thereupon pays, accepts or negotiates bills of exchange drawn by the seller on the buyer or on the bank. The bank will then look to the buyer for reimbursement.
Procedure
There are three (and sometimes four) stages in the opening of a credit.
The first stage, of course, is the contract of sale itself. This may provide, and frequently does, for payment by banker's commercial credit, and may require the buyer to open a credit within a certain time. In many cases the type of credit is also specified. Thus the seller may, and should, require payment by confirmed irrevocable credit, an expression which will become clear when the different types of credit have been examined.
The exact obligations of the buyer depend on the wording of the contract. In the absence of express stipulation as to time the buyer must open the credit within a reasonable time, having regard to the date fixed for shipment. Where the seller is given a choice to ship during a certain period, e.g., January or February, the credit must be available throughout the whole of that period.
The second stage is a communication by the buyer to his bank requesting the bank to open a credit in favour of the seller. The buyer signs a form of application addressed to the banker specifying the type of credit, the amount and full details of the documents to be handed over by the seller. The form also contains:
(a) An undertaking by the buyer to reimburse the bank;
(b) A statement that the bank is entitled to hold the documents as security for repayment of the principal .sum, interest, commission and charges;
(c) A clause conferring on the bank a power of sale in order to realise the security.

The final stage is a communication by the issuing or correspondent bank to the seller that a credit has been opened in his favour and setting out the conditions for its operation.

Types of credit
Credits can be classified in various ways according to the obligations undertaken by the bank. It is only necessary here to examine two of these classifications.
Revocable and irrevocable

The distinction between revocable and irrevocable credits is fundamental from the seller's point of view. If the credit is a revocable one the bank merely informs the seller that they have authority to pay or accept bills of exchange in return for the documents, but the bank does not undertake that they will in fact do so. Further the bank is entitled, as against the seller, to cancel the credit at any time, and although it is their usual practice to give the seller notice of cancellation it has been held that they are under no legal obligation to do so. It is not surprising therefore that revocable credits are seldom used.
In the case an irrevocable credit, on the other hand, the bank binds itself to honour the seller's draft if the seller complies with his obligations with regard to the shipping documents. The buyer cannot, in such a case, cancel his original instructions.

Confirmed and unconfirmed 

An irrevocable credit may be confirmed or unconfirmed, and this distinction also is of great importance to the seller. Under a confirmed credit the correspondent bank undertakes personal liability to the seller, whereas under an unconfirmed credit it merely acts as agent but without incurring personal liability for the price. The disadvantage of the latter is that if for some reason the bank defaults, the seller may have to start litigation in the buyer's country to enforce his rights against the issuing bank. Hence it is usual for the contract to stipulate for payment by confirmed credit. If the contract does provide for this, the seller need not deliver the goods if the buyer opens a credit which is unconfirmed. 

ACTIVE VOCABULARY
cash (actual money) — наличные деньги
cash against documents — платеж при вручении документов, платеж против документов
on credit — в кредит
the proceeds of a resale — сумма, вырученная при перепродаже
credit (or letter of credit) — аккредитив
bill of exchange — переводной вексель, тратта
to honour (a bill) — акцептовать или оплатить (вексель)
the market is falling — цены падают (снижаются) на рынке
banker's commercial credit — банковский торговый аккредитив
to evolve — создавать (ся), возникать
to accept a bill — акцептовать вексель
to negotiate a bill — пускать вексель в оборот
to draw a bill (on) — выписывать (выставлять) вексель на кого-либо
reimbursement — возвращение (суммы), возмещение
to open a credit — открыть аккредитив
confirmed in revocable credit — подтвержденный безотзывный аккредитив
the wording of the contract — формулировка договора
express stipulation — прямовыраженная оговорка
communication — сообщение
a form of application — форма (бланк) заявления
the amount of the documents — сумма, указанная в документах
security — обеспечение
principal sum — основная сумма, общая сумма
interest (on) — проценты
rate of interest — процентная ставка
charges — сборы, комиссионные
to confer a power (on) — предоставлять кому-либо право, наделять кого-либо правом
to realize the security — реализовать (превратить в наличные) обеспечение
revocable — отзывной
fundamental — коренной, радикальный
to have authority — иметь полномочия, иметь право
as against — в отношении
to cancel — отменить, аннулировать
to be under legal obligation — нести юридическое обязательство, нести обязательство по закону
draft — тратта, переводной вексель
to comply with obligations — выполнять обязательства
correspondent bank — банк-корреспондент
to incur personal liability (for) — отвечать своим имуществом за что-либо
to default — не уплатить, не выполнить обязательство
to start litigation — начать судебный процесс
to enforce one's rights — осуществлять свои права принудительно (через суд)
issuing bank — банк-эмитент
to stipulate (for) — оговаривать что-либо, предусматривать что-либо
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
cash against documents, on credit, the proceeds of a resale, credit, bill of exchange, to honour a bill, the market is falling, banker's commercial credit, to accept a bill, to negotiate a bill, to draw a bill (on), reimbursement, to open a credit, confirmed irrevocable credit, the wording of the contract, express stipulation, the amount of the documents, security, principal sum, interest (on), rate of interest, charges, to confer a power (on), to realize the security, to have authority, as against, to cancel, to be under legal obligation, draft, correspondent bank, to incur personal liability (for), to default, to start litigation, to enforce one's rights, issuing bank, to stipulate (for).

Text 7. CARRIAGE OF GOODS BY SEA

The subject of carriage was touched upon when considering the obligations of seller and buyer under the various contracts, and it is now necessary to examine it in somewhat more detail.
The person responsible for the carriage can arrange for carriage in one of two ways. If the size of the transaction warrants it, he can hire an entire ship under a special type of contract known as a charter party. Alternatively, and this is far more common, he may deliver the goods for carriage on a ship. In the latter case he will receive from the shipowner a bill of lading. This document which is signed by or on behalf of the shipowner, is of paramount importance in the carriage of goods by sea.
Bill of Lading
Nature of bill of lading
The bill of lading is a receipt for the goods and is also evidence of the contract of carriage. It must, however, be emphasised that the contract itself is made before the bill is issued and although the bill is excellent evidence of the terms of the contract, it is not conclusive.
Apart from this, there is a third function of a bill of lading, and perhaps it is the most important one of all. The bill of lading is a document of title which represents the goods.
It is usual to prepare bills of lading in two or more parts and to send them to the consignee by separate mails. The object of this practice is to guard against loss in transit.
Accuracy
Since a bill of lading is likely to be acted upon by buyers and by banks under commercial credits, it is of the greatest importance that the terms should be accurate, and from the statute law and case law five principles emerge. In the first place a person who negligently issued a bill of lading in respect of goods which have not been shipped may be liable in tort for negligence. Formerly it was thought that in the absence of a contractual or special relationship there was no liability for careless statements causing financial loss, and in accordance with this principle Devlin J. held in Heskell v. Continental Express that a firm of ship brokers issuing a bill were not liable to a seller who was not in contractual relationship with them but who had acted upon the bill and had suffered damage. Now, however, the House of Lords has emphatically stated that there can be tortious liability for careless statements and Lord Devlin himself considered that his own decision on Heskell v. Continental Express could no longer be regarded as authoritative.
Secondly, where a ship's agent signs a bill of lading which incorrectly states the quantity of goods shipped, the agent impliedly warrants his authority to make that representation and is liable to the holder of the bill for breach of warranty. This liability can arise even if the agent acted without negligence, and the damages can include the value of the unshipped goods.
Thirdly, the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924, which applies to nearly all outward shipments from Great Britain and Northern Ireland provides as follows:
Art.III. 3. After receiving the goods into his carriage, the carrier, or the master or agent of the carrier, shall, on demand of the shipper, issue to the shipper a bill of lading showing among other things —
(a) The leading marks necessary for the identification of the goods as the same are furnished in writing by the shipper before the loading of the goods starts, provided such marks are stamped or otherwise shown clearly upon the goods if uncovered or on the cases or coverings in which such goods are contained, in such a manner as should ordinarily remain legible until the end of the voyage;
(b) Either the number of packages or pieces, the quantity or weight as the case may be, as furnished in writing by the shipper;
(c) The apparent order and condition of the goods;
Provided that no carrier, master or agent of the carrier, shall be bound to state or show in the bill of lading any marks, number, quantity, or weight which he has reasonable grounds for suspecting not accurately to represent the goods actually received which he has had no reasonable means of checking.
4. Such a bill of lading shall be prima facie evidence of the receipt by the carrier of the goods therein described in accordance with paragraphs 3 (a) and (c).
Fourthly, section 3 of the Bills of Lading Act, 1885, provides that in certain circumstances statements in a bill of lading are to be conclusive evidence of their accuracy. The section reeds as follows:
Every bill of lading in the hands of a consignee or indorsee for valuable consideration, representing goods to have been shipped on board a vessel, shall be conclusive evidence of such shipments as against the master or other person signing the same, notwithstanding that such goods or some part thereof may not have been so shipped, unless such holder of the bill of lading shall have had actual notice at the time of receiving the same that the goods had not in fact been laden on board. Provided that the master or other person so signing may exonerate himself in respect of such misrepresentation by showing that it was caused without any default on his part and wholly by the fraud of the shipper, or of the holder, or some person under whom the holder claims.
Finally a person who has made an incorrect statement in a bill of lading may be estopped at common law from denying its accuracy to someone who has acted on it to his detriment.
Clean and claused bills
The carrier will issue a clean bill of lading if the goods  are shipped in apparent good order and condition. In the words of one learned judge this phrase means that:
"apparently, and in so far as met the eye, and externally they (the goods) were placed in good order on board this ship”.
If the goods were not so shipped, the shipowner may issue a “claused” bill setting out the defects, such as, for a example, “cans leaking”. A claused bill clearly may be an embarrassment to the shipper, who may be unable to transfer it or to use it for the purposes of a banker's commercial credit. To avoid this result, the shipowner sometimes agrees to issue a clean bill of lading in return for an indemnity against any liability which might result. This practice is highly dangerous and if the effect of the arrangement is to defraud the consignee the indemnity cannot be enforced.
Through bills
It frequently occurs that the ship onto which the goods are loaded only performs part of the journey, and that the goods have at some point to be transferred to another carrier for the journey to be completed. In such cases the original carrier often issues "through" bills of lading, which may take one of two forms. The carrier may either sign on behalf of himself and as agent for the other carriers (named or unnamed) or he may simply agree to carry the goods to a particular point and then to make аrrangements for their transshipment. If the former form is adopted, it would seem that when the goods are transshipped a contract comes into existence between the shipper and the new carrier. In the latter case, there would appear to be no contractual relationship between them, and the liability of the new carrier for loss or damage would turn on the normal rules of negligence. 

ACTIVE VOCABULARY

carriage of goods by sea — морская перевозка (грузов)
to touch (upon) — затрагивать (что-либо) 
to consider, examine, deal (with) — рассматривать (что-либо) 
to arrange for carriage — организовать перевозку 
the size of a transaction — объем сделки 
to hire a ship — арендовать судно
under a contract — по договору, в соответствии с договором
charter-party — чартер, чартер-партия, договор фрахтования судна
to deliver the goods on a ship — доставить товар на борт судна
receipt — расписка, квитанция
evidence of the contract of carriage — подтверждение договора перевозки
to issue a bill (of lading) — выписывать (выдавать) коносамент
conclusive evidence — неопровержимое доказательство (подтверждение)
document of title — товаро-распорядительный документ
part — зд. экземпляр 
consignee — грузополучатель
to send by separate mails — посылать по почте каждый в отдельности
to guard against loss — обеспечить сохранность, предотвратить пропажу
in transit — в пути, во время перевозки 
accuracy — точность, достоверность 
to act upon — действовать на основании чего-либо
to emerge — вытекать, возникать
negligently — по небрежности (халатности) 
to be liable in tort for negligence — отвечать по иску из гражданского правонарушения за небрежность 
formerly — ранее, прежде 
careless statement — неосторожное заявление 
to cause financial loss — причинять денежный ущерб 
ship broker — брокер по отгрузке; судовой брокер 
to suffer damage — потерпеть убытки
tortious liability — ответственность из гражданского правонарушения
authoritative decision — руководящий прецедент
a ship's agent — агент по отгрузке
to impliedly warrant one’s authority — давать подразумеваемую гарантию наличия полномочий
to make representation—делать заявление
holder of a bill of lading — владелец коносамента
outward shipment — отгрузка за границу
to receive the goods into one's charge-— принимать товар под свою ответственность
on demand of—по требованию
the shipper (consigner) — грузоотправитель
leading marks—маркировка (для опознавания, обозначения груза)
identification — опознание
to furnish in writing — передавать (представлять) в письменной форме
to stamp — штемпелевать
case — ящик (упаковочный)
covering — чехол
legible — четкий, разборчивый (о надписи, маркировке)
package — грузовое место
as the case may be — в зависимости от случая (формулировка в законе о вариантах)
the apparent order and condition of the goods — состояние товара, определяемое осмотром
to have reasonable grounds for suspecting — иметь разумные основания для подозрения о чем-либо
the goods actually received — фактически принятый товар
means of checking — способ проверки
prima facie evidence—доказательства prima facie (при отсутствии опровергающих доказательств)
paragraph — пункт (закона, устава)
indorsee for valuable consideration — индоссатор, индоссат (лицо, получившее коносамент по передаточной надписи за встречное удовлетворение или за возмездность)
laden on board — погруженный (о товаре) на борт судна
to exonerate — освобождать, оправдывать
without any default on his part — не по его вине
to claim under a person — предъявлять требование (иск) через посредство кого-либо
to be estopped at common law from denying its accuracy to a person — ограничиваться нормами общего права в процессуальном праве на отрицание его достоверности перед каким-либо лицом
one’s detriment — себе в ущерб
clean bill (of lading) — "чистый" коносамент (без оговорок о повреждении груза, упаковки и т.п.)
claused bill (of lading) — коносамент с оговорками (о повреждении груза, упаковки и т.п.)
externally — по внешнему виду, при осмотре
"cans leaking" — "контейнеры протекают"
embarrassment — неудобство, проблема
indemnity against any liability which might result — компенсация на случай возникновения материальной ответственности
arrangement — договоренность
to defraud — обмануть, совершить мошенничество
the indemnity cannot be enforced — компенсация недействительна,
through bill (of lading) — сквозной коносамент
named — поименованный
transshipment — перегрузка, переотправка, перевалка (груза с одного судна на другое)
to transship — перегружать, переотправлять, переваливать
to turn on the normal rules of negligence — регулироваться обычными правовыми нормами о небрежности

EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
carriage of goods by sea, to touch (upon), to arrange for carriage, the size of a transaction, to hire a ship, charter-party, to deliver the goods on a ship, shipowner, receipt, evidence of the contract of carriage, to issue a bill (of lading), conclusive evidence, document of title, part, consignee, to send by separate mails, to guard against loss, in transit, accuracy, negligently, to be liable in tort, for negligence, careless statement, to cause financial loss, ship broker, authoritative decision, a ship's agent, to impliedly warrant one's authority, to make representation, holder of a bill (of lading), outward shipment, to receive the goods into one's charge, on demand of the shipper (or consigner), leading marks, identification, to furnish in writing, to stamp, case, covering, legible, package, as the case may be, the apparent order and condition of the goods, to have reasonable ground for suspecting, the goods actually received, means of checking, prima facie evidence, paragraph, indorsee for valuable consideration, laden on board, to exonerate, without any default on one's part, to claim under a person, to be estopped at common law from denying its accuracy to a person, to one's detriment, clean bill (of lading), claused bill (of lading), externally, to leak, embarrassment, indemnity against any liability which may result, arrangement, to defraud, the indemnity cannot be enforced, through bill (of lading), named, transshipment, to transship, to turn on the normal rules of negligence.


Text 8. CARRIER'S LIABILITY

Certain aspects of this topic, notably estoppel arising from the signature of the bill of lading, have already been considered, and it now remains to examine the carrier's liability if the goods are lost or damaged during transit.
In the case of outward voyages from Great Britain where the carriage is not by charter party, the matter is governed by the mandatory provisions of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924. The Act was passed as a result of international conferences held at the instance of the International Law Association which recommended uniform rules for bills of lading. These rules, known as the Hague Rules, appear in the Schedule to that Act. The provisions of the Act cannot be excluded by agreement. It should be added that similar legislation is in force in a number of other countries.

Clause paramount
Every bill to which the Act applies must contain a clause paramount staling that the bill is subject to the provisions of the Hague Rules (hereinafter referred to as "The Rules"). It seems, however, that a failure to include this clause in no way affects the validity of the contract evidenced by the bill.
General principles
The general effect of the Hague Rules can be summarised as follows:
(1) Liability is based on negligence.
(2) There is a wide list of excepted perils.
(3) There is a financial limit to liability.
(4) There is no contracting out.

Liability
Article III is headed "Responsibilities and Liabilities" and starts as follows:
(1) The carrier shall be bound before the beginning of the voyage to exercise due diligence to:
(a) Make the ship seaworthy;
(b) Properly man, equip and supply the ship;
(c) Make the holds, refrigerating and cooling chambers and all other parts of the ship in which goods are carried fit and safe for their reception, carriage and preservation.
(2) Subject to the provisions of Article IV the carrier shall properly and carefully load, handle, store, carry, keep, care for and discharge the goods carried.

When dealing in chapter two with a master's duty to take reasonable care for his servant's safety, it was seen that the duty was a personal one which could not be delegated. The duty of a shipowner under Article 111 (1) is similarly personal so that he will be liable if an independent contractor employed by him has failed to show due diligence, even though the shipowner and his servants were in no way to blame.
How far the carrier is liable for damage caused during loading will depend on the contract made between the parties and on the customs prevailing at the loading port.
If loss or damage results from unseaworthiness the onus of proving due diligence is on the carrier.
Excepted perils
Article IV contains a long list of excepted perils and it is of the greatest importance for the shipper to know what these are and to ensure that any loss not covered by the bill of lading is adequately covered by the insurance policy. Many bills of lading expressly draw the shipper's attention to the insurance question. 
The list of excepted perils include the following:
(1) Act, neglect or default of the master, mariner, pilot and the servants of the carrier in the navigation or in the management of the ship.
(2) Accidental fire.
(3) Perils, dangers and accidents of the sea or other navigable waters.
(4) Act of God.
(5) Act of public enemies.
(6) Strikes, lock-outs or restraint of labour.
(7) Riots and civil commotions.
(8) Act or omission of the shipper or of the owner of the goods.
(9) Inherent vice.
(10) Insufficient packing.
(11) Insufficient or inadequate marking.
(12) Any other cause arising without the actual fault or privity of the carrier or without the fault or neglect of his servants or agents.
Financial limit
If none of the excepted perils apply, the carrier's liability may nevertheless be a restricted one. Article IV (5) provides as follows:
Neither the carrier nor the ship shall in any event be or become liable for any loss or damage to or in connection with goods in an amount exceeding ₤100 per package or unit, or the equivalent of that sum in other currency unless the nature and value of such goods have been declared by the shipper before shipment and inserted in the bill of lading.
The declaration if embodied in the bill of lading shall be prima facie evidence, but shall not be binding or conclusive on the carrier.
It is also provided that the parties may insert another maximum figure, provided that it is not less than the one mentioned above, viz., ₤100.
In view of the provision of Article 9 that the monetary units in the Rules are to be taken to have gold value, some doubt arose as to the position when the value of the pound depreciated. Accordingly British shipowners and British insurers have agreed to accept liability up to ₤200 instead оf ₤100.
Claims
Written notice of a loss must generally be given before, or at the time of, the removal of the goods at the port of discharge, or within three days thereafter. If such notice is not given Article 111 (6) provides that the removal is prima facie evidence that the carrier has delivered the goods described in the bill of lading. This article provides that an action must be started within one year of delivery or of the date on which delivery ought to have been made. By virtue of an agreement made in 1950, however, the period is extended to two years, provided that the cargo owner has notified the carrier within the first year and has acted without delay.
Common Law Rules
In cases to which the 1924 Act does not apply the common law rules prevail. The common law position of a carrier by sea is analogous to that of a common carrier by land. There is strict liability subject to the four excepted perils — act of God, act of the Queen's enemies, inherent vice and fault of consignor. The carrier has an unrestricted power to limit or exclude his liability by contract.
Rights of carrier
Freight
At common law, a carrier cannot claim freight until the cargo has been safely delivered at the port of destination: it follows from this that he cannot claim it at all if the goods are lost during the voyage. In practice both these rules are invariably displaced by express agreement in the bill of lading. The following clause in typical:
"Freight shall be deemed earned on shipment, the vessel and/or the goods lost or not lost. The freight ... shall be due and paid to the carrier at the port of shipment (unless otherwise agreed) at the time of shipment in cash in sterling in exchange for this Bill of Lading".
Under this clause the carrier has earned the freight on shipment and the sum paid is not recoverable even if the goods are subsequently lost.
Calculation
The assessment of freight is again a matter for agreement. Many bills of lading contain the following clause:
"Freight is chargeable and payable in every case on the weight, measurement or value of the goods as the (carriers) in their discretion shall determine".
Who is liable?
It has just been seen that the carrier will usually look to the shipper for payment of the freight. He will also have a claim against the consignee or the indorsee of the bill of lading if the property has passed to such consignee or indorsee.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
estoppel — доктрина об ограничении процессуального права на возражение
mandatory provisions — императивные (обязательные) положения
to hold a conference — проводить конференцию
the International Law Association — Ассоциация международного права
uniform rules — единообразные правила (нормы)
The Hague Rules — Гаагские правила
the Schedule to the Act — приложение к закону
provisions — положения (закона, договора)
to exclude by agreement — изъять путем соглашения
clause paramount — условие первостепенной важности (условие в коносаменте о подчинении его Гаагским правилам)
to be subject to — подчиняться чему-либо, регулироваться чем-либо
hereinafter referred to — в дальнейшем именуемый
to affect the validity — влиять на законную силу
effect — юридические последствия
excepted perils — исключенные риски
to contract out — освободиться от обязательств по договору
liabilities — обязанности, обязательства
to exercise due diligence — проявлять надлежащую заботливость
to man a ship — обеспечить судно экипажем
to equip — снарядить, оборудовать
to supply — снабдить
hold — трюм
refrigerating and cooling chambers — холодильные и охладительные камеры
to handle—обрабатывать (груз)
to store — складировать, хранить
to discharge — разгружать
to be to blame — по вине кого-либо
to prevail — иметь преимущественную силу
the onus of proving — бремя (обязанность) доказывания
neglect — упущение, бездействие
mariner — судоводитель, моряк
pilot — лоцман
default in the navigation — навигационная ошибка
accidents of the sea—случайности на море              ;
navigable waters — судоходные пути
Act of God — действие непреодолимой силы
restraint of labour — ограничение работы (форма забастовки)
riots — беспорядки
civil commotions — гражданские волнения
act or omission — действие или бездействие
inherent vice — скрытый дефект (в товаре)
without the actual fault or privity (of) — не по вине и без ведома кого-либо
without neglect — не по небрежности
currency — валюта
to declare the value of the goods — объявить стоимость товара
embody (in) — закрепить, зафиксировать (в документе)
viz. (=namely) — а именно
monetary unit — денежная единица
gold value — золотое содержание                     ]
to depreciate — девальвировать
removal of the goods—вывоз товаров
to start an action — предъявить иск
cargo owner — грузовладелец
delay — задержка, опоздание
the common law position — правовое регулирование (положение) по нормам общего права
strict liability — строгая ответственность
to claim freight — требовать оплаты фрахта
to deliver safely — доставить в целости и сохранности
to displace — вытеснять, заменять
recoverable — подлежащий взысканию
assessment — оценка
to be chargeable — подлежать сбору, взиматься
in one's discretion — по своему усмотрению
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
estoppel, mandatory provisions, to hold a conference, the International Law Association, uniform rules, the Hague Rules, the Schedule to the Act, to exclude by agreement, clause paramount, hereinafter referred to, to affect the validity, excepted perils, liabilities, to exercise due diligence, to man a ship, to equip, to supply, hold, refrigerating and cooling chambers, to handle, to store, to discharge (cargo), to be to blame, to prevail, the onus of proving, neglect, mariner, pilot, default in the navigation, accidents of the sea, navigable waters, Act of God, restraint of labour, riots, civil commotions, act or omission, inherent vice, without the actual fault or privity (of), without neglect, currency, to declare the value of the goods, to embody, viz. (=namely), monetary unit, gold value, to depreciate, removal of the goods, to start an action, cargo owner, delay, the common law position, strict liability, to claim freight, to deliver safely, to displace, recoverable, assessment, to be chargeable, in one's discretion.

Text 9. NATURE OF A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

The negotiable instrument, and especially the bill of exchange, has had a very long history, and has for long occupied a central place in the finance of industry and commerce. At the present time the traditional form of bill of exchange is seldom seen in inland sales, but is still of the greatest importance in export sales. In addition there is one form of exchange in everyday use, namely the cheque.
Property which cannot be reduced into physical possession is called a chose in action. Examples of choses in action are shares, rights under a contract and debts. A person having such property may wish to transfer (or assign) it to someone else. At common law choses in action were unassignable, but equity permitted assignment in most cases. There were, however, two restrictions on assignment. In the first place notice usually had to be given to the debtor, because if he paid the assignor without notice of the assignment he could not be called upon to pay the assignee. Secondly, an equitable assignment was always "subject to equities" so that the debtor could raise against the assignee any defence or set-off which he could have raised against the assignor. In some cases these restrictions on transfer were found to be undesirable by the mercantile community who proceeded to ignore them. There grew up, in relation to certain mercantile documents, a custom that they could be freely transferred from one person to another without notice being given and that if the transferee took them in good faith and for value and without notice of any defect of title, he would obtain a full legal title although his transferor had no title or a defective one. These documents came to be known as negotiable instruments.
Thus a negotiable instrument is a chose in action which can be freely transferred and in respect of which a transferee can acquire a better title than his transferor.
What instruments are negotiable
Historically, the law of negotiable instruments has evolved through three stages — commercial practice, judicial recognition and finally legislation. Originally an instrument was negotiable merely as part of commercial usage, but in due course these usages of the law merchant were recognised by, and incorporated into, the common law. To qualify for recognition the usage did not have to be of great antiquity but there had to be evidence that it was widespread and well recognised. At the present time the list of negotiable instruments includes bills of exchange, cheques, promissory notes, dividend warrants, bearer bonds, bearer scrip, debentures payable to bearer, share warrants to bearer and Treasury Bills. By far the most important types of negotiable instrument in use today are bills of exchange, cheques and promissory notes.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE
Functions of bill
A seller of goods is clearly anxious to obtain payment as soon as possible, while a buyer may be equally anxious to defer payment, at any rate until he has been able to re-sell the goods and collect the proceeds. By using a bill of exchange it is possible for the seller to have payment and for the buyer to have credit at the same time. Ignoring for the moment the question of bankers' commercial credits, suppose that Brown in London sells to Schmidt in Bonn, who requires credit of thirty days. Brown will draw a bill of exchange "on" (i.e., addressed to) Schmidt ordering him to pay in thirty days' time. The bill would appear as follows:








-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2d.						₤500 													London
July 1966
30 days after date pay to my order 
Five Hundred Pounds (₤500) value received.
Brown
To Schmidt 
37 Hochstrasse, Bonn
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If Schmidt agrees to the terms of the bill, he will show his agreement by signing (or "accepting") the bill and returning it to Brown. Brown can then sell the bill to his bank in London at its face value less a small discount.
It will be seen that Brown now has his money while Schmidt has his credit for thirty days. When the time for payment arrives, the bill is said to "mature" and the bank, or the person to whom the bank has transferred it, will then seek to enforce payment from Schmidt, who may meanwhile have obtained the goods and re-sold them. In practice Schmidt is more likely to make an arrangement whereby a London bank accepts the bill. This, of course, greatly adds to the value of the bill in the market.
A bill can also be used to enable a trader to obtain short-term capital where he wishes to purchase raw materials or (perhaps) finance his own hire-purchase. If his credit is good he can arrange for an accepting house to accept bills drawn on them (in return for a commission) and on such acceptance he will be able to "discount" the bill with a discount house, i.e., sell the bill to them.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2d.									₤1,000											London 1/7/66
3 months after date pay
to my order the sum of ₤l ,000

To A.House, Ltd.
Accepted																			T.R.ARDER
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In both two examples, the bill has been used for what is perhaps its primary function — credit.
The other main function of a bill of exchange is that it serves as a convenient method of settling a debt, or, sometimes, two debts. If Brown owes  ₤100 to Black who in his turn owes ₤100 to White, Black can order Brown to pay White, and if Brown does this, both debts are extinguished.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2d.									₤100					
On demand pay White 
One Hundred Pounds (₤100)
To Brown																			Black
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If in this example the name of Black's bank were substituted for Brown as the person to whom the order was addressed, the instrument would be a cheque, i.e., in effect a document where one person (the customer) orders his debtor (the bank) to pay a sum of money to his creditor.
Parties
Initially there are three parties to every bill. The person who gives the order is called the drawer; the person to whom the order is given is called drawee and when he signs the bill, i.e. accepts it, he is called the acceptor. Finally the person to whom the bill is payable is called the payee. The principal debtor is the acceptor while the drawer and any indorsers are in the position of guarantors.
Definition
It is now proposed to examine the definition of a bill of exchange. It may assist readers to remember that all cheques are bills of exchange, and that with certain exceptions (notably all provisions about acceptance, because a bank does not "accept" a cheque) the rules about to be discussed apply to cheques as well as to other bills. A reference to a section is to that section in the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, unless otherwise staled.
Section 3 (1) defines a bill of exchange as:
An unconditional order in writing, addressed by one person to another, signed by the person giving it, requiring the person to whom it is addressed to pay on demand, or at a fixed or determinable future time, a sum certain in money to or to the order of a specified person, or to bearer.
Section 3 (2) goes on to provide that any instrument which does not come within the above definition is not a bill of exchange.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
negotiable instrument — оборотный документ
bill of exchange — переводной вексель, тратта
cheque (Engl.), check (US) — чек
chose in action — имущество в требовании
share — акция, пай; доля
assign — переуступать право
unassignable — не могущий быть переуступленным
assignment — переуступка права, цессия
assignor — цедент
assignee — цессионарий, правопреемник
equitable assignment — цессия, совершенная в соответствии с нормами права справедливости
equities — зд. возражения по иску или право зачета, имеющиеся у должника против цедeнта
mercantile community — торговые круги, сообщество торговцев
transferee — приобретатель оборотного документа, цессионарий
for value — за возмездность (встречное удовлетворение)
without notice of any defect of title — добросовестно, не зная о пороках в праве собственности
transferor — лицо, передающее другому лицу оборотный документ, цeдeнт
the law of negotiable instruments — правовые нормы, регулирующие оборотные документы, вексельный закон
evolve — создаваться, развиваться
judicial recognition — признание законной силы чего-либо судами
commercial usage (usage of trade) — торговое обыкновение
the law merchant — торговое право (в средние века)
incorporate (into) — включать, инкорпорировать
qualify (for) — иметь право на что-либо, соответствовать каким-либо требованиям
antiquity — древность, античный период
promissory note — простой вексель
dividend warrant — свидетельство (купон) на получение дивиденда
bearer bond — облигация на предъявителя
bearer scrip — предварительное свидетельство на акцию или облигацию на предъявителя
debenture payable to bearer — облигация на предъявителя
share warrant to bearer — свидетельство на акцию на предъявителя
Treasure Bill — казначейский вексель
to obtain payment—получить платеж
defer payment — отсрочить платеж
collect the proceeds — получить выручку (сумму от продажи товаров)
to draw a bill of exchange on (or addressed to) a person (or bank) — выписывать (выставлять) вексель на кого-либо (или на банк)
stamp — гербовой сбор, гербовая марка
to accept a bill — акцептовать вексель
at face value — по нарицательной стоимости
less a small discount — за вычетом небольшой суммы комиссионных
discount — учет векселей; скидка в цене
to discount — учитывать вексель
to mature — наступать (о сроке платежа) .
to enforce payment (from) — требовать платеж (уплатить по векселю) от кого-либо
to make an arrangement — заключить соглашение, договориться
whereby — в силу которого, согласно которому
short-term—краткосрочный 
raw materials—сырье
hire-purchase — продажа в рассрочку, аренда (вещи)
to be good — зд. иметь законную силу
arrange (for) — договориться о чем-либо, организовать
accepting (or acceptance) house — акцептный банк
discount house — учетный банк
to settle a debt — оплатить долг, рассчитаться
to extinguish a debt — оплатить долг, аннулировать долг
on demand — по предъявлению (векселя)
to substitute (for) — заменять
in effect — фактически
customer— клиент, заказчик (постоянный), покупатель
party to a bill — участник вексельного оборота drawer — векселедатель, трассант
drawee—плательщик (по векселю), трассат
acceptor — акцептант
payee — ремитент
guarantor (or surety) — поручитель
section — зд. статья (закона)
the Bills of Exchange Act — вексельный закон
unless otherwise stated — если не указано иное
at a fixed time — в установленный срок
at a determinable future time — в устанавливаемый срок
to the order of a specified person — приказу определенного (указанного) лица
to come within the definition — подпадать под определение
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
negotiable instrument, bill of exchange, cheque, chose in action, share, unassignable, equitable assignment, equities, mercantile community, transferee for value, without notice of any defect of title, transferor, the law of negotiable instruments, to evolve, judicial, recognition, commercial usage, the law merchant, to qualify for, antiquity, promissory note, dividend warrant, bearer bond, debenture payable to bearer, bearer scrip, share warrant to bearer, Treasury Bill, to obtain payment, to defer payment, to collect the proceeds, to draw a bill (of exchange) on (or addressed to) a person (or bank), stamp, to accept a bill, at face value, less a small discount, to discount, to mature, to enforce payment (from), to make an arrangement, short-term, raw materials, to be good, to arrange (for), accepting (or acceptance) house, discount house, to settle a debt, to extinguish a debt, on demand, to substitute (for), in effect, party to a bill, drawer, drawee, acceptor, payee, guarantor (or surety), section, the Bills of Exchange Act, unless otherwise stated, at a fixed time, at a determinable time, to the order of a specified person, to come within the definition.

Text 10. NEGOTIATION
Section 31 provides that negotiation means:
The transfer of a bill by one person to another so as to constitute the transferee the holder of the bill.
It has already been noted that a bearer bill is negotiated by delivery and that an order bill is negotiated by indorsement coupled with delivery.
Thus indorsement is essential for the negotiation of an order hill. If the holder transfers an order bill for value but omits to indorse it, the transferee acquires the same title as the transferor and in addition he acquires a right to have the transferor's indorsement (section 31 (4)). If in such a case the transferor refuses to indorse the court has power, under the Judicature Act, 1925, S.47, to order some other person to sign on his behalf. If the transferor's title is defective, the transferee cannot get a better one as a holder in due course unless he proves that he was unaware of the defect when he obtained the indorsement. It should be noted that section 31 (4) only applies where the transfer was for value.
Indorsement
Section 32 contains the requirements for a valid indorsement.
It provides that:
(1) It must be written on the bill itself and be signed by the indorser. The simple signature of the indorser on the bill, without additional words, is sufficient.
An indorsement written on an allonge, or on a "copy" of a bill issued or negotiated in a country where "copies" are recognised, is deemed to be written on the bill itself.
(2) It must be an indorsement of the entire bill. A partial indorsement, that is to say, an indorsement which purports to transfer to the indorsee a part only of the amount payable, or which purports to transfer the bill to two or more indorsees severally, does not operate as a negotiation of the bill.
(3) Where a bill is payable to the order of two or more payees or indorsees who are not partners all must indorse, unless the one indorsing has authority to indorse for the others.
(4) Where, in a bill payable to order, the payee or indorsee is wrongly designated, or his name is misspelt, he may indorse the bill as therein described, adding, if he thinks fit, his proper signature.
(5) Where there are two or more indorsements on a bill, each indorsement is deemed to have been made in the order in which it appears on the bill, until the contrary is proved.
(2) Special Indorsement. This specifies the person to whom or to whose order the bill is payable.
(3) Conditional Indorsement. If the holder A indorses the bill "Pay В if he hands over the bill of lading" this is a conditional indorsement. It does not invalidate the bill, but section 33 provides that the payer may disregard the condition if he wishes, and payment to the indorsee is valid whether the condition is fulfilled or not. Alternatively, the payer may, if he wishes, refuse payment until the condition is satisfied.
(4) Restrictive Indorsement. Section 35 is largely self-explanatory. It provides that:
1. An indorsement is restrictive which prohibits the further negotiation of the bill, or which expresses that it is a mere authority to deal with the bill as thereby directed and not a transfer of the ownership thereof, for example, if a bill be indorsed "Pay D only", or "Pay D for the account of X", or "Pay D or order for collection".
2. A restrictive indorsement gives the indorsee the right to receive payment of the bill and to sue any party thereto that his indorsee could have sued, but gives him no power to transfer his rights as indorsee unless it expressly authorises him to do so.
3. Where a restrictive indorsement authorizes further transfer, all subsequent indorsees take the bill with the same rights and subject to the same liabilities as the first indorsee under the restrictive indorsement.
The holder in due course
It has already been seen that the holder of a bill is the payee or indorsee in possession of it or the bearer bill (section 2) and that a holder for value is any holder who has given, or is deemed to have given, valuable consideration for a bill. A holder for value will always acquire the same title as his transferor and if his transferor had an unimpeachable title no problem will arise. If, however, the title was in some way defective (as, for example, where a signature was produced by fraud, misrepresentation or duress, or where the consideration for a bill was illegal) a holder will only get a better title than his transferor if he is not merely a holder for value but a holder in due course. This exception to the general nemo dat rule lies at the very heart of the law relating to negotiable instruments, and section 29 which defines a holder in due course, is accordingly of the greatest importance. It reads as follows:
(1) A holder in due course is a holder who has taken a bill, complete and regular on the face of it, under the following conditions; namely,
(a) That he became the holder of a bill before it was overdue, and without notice that it had been previously dishonoured, if such was the fact, and that at the time the bill was negotiated to him be had no notice of any defect in the title of the person who negotiated it.
(2) In particular the title of a person who negotiates a bill is defective within the meaning of this Act when he obtained the bill, or the acceptance thereof, by fraud, duress, or force and fear, or other unlawful means, or for an illegal consideration, or when he negotiates it in breach of faith, or under such circumstances as amount to a fraud.
Rights of the holder
Section 38 summarises much of what has been said before:
The rights and powers of the holder of a bill are as follows.
(1) He may sue on the bill in his own name.
(2) Where he is a holder in due course he holds the bill free from any defect of title or prior parties, as well as from mere personal defences available to prior parties among themselves, and may enforce payment against all parties liable on the bill.
(3) Where his title is defective (a) if he negotiates the bill to a holder in due course, that holder obtains a good and complete title to the bill, and (b) if he obtains payment of the bill the person who pays him in due course gets a valid discharge for the bill.
Duties of the holder
It is now necessary to examine sections 39-52 which impose four duties on the holder, namely:
(a) A duty to present for acceptance.
(b) A duty to present for payment.
(c) A duty to give notice of dishonour.
(d) A duty to note and protest.
The sections dealing with these matters are detailed but straightforward.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
negotiation — вексельный оборот; продажа, передача (векселя)
holder — держатель
bearer bill — вексель на предъявителя
to negotiate a bill by delivery — передать вексель только путем вручения его (без передаточной надписи)
indorsement — передаточная надпись, индоссамент
order bill — ордерный вексель
to indorse — совершить индоссамент, передаточную надпись
Judicature Act — акт о судоустройстве
defective — имеющий пороки, недостатки, дефекты
holder in due course — держатель в порядке законного правопреемства, законный держатель
allonge — аллонж (приклеиваемый к векселю лист бумаги, если на его оборотной стороне больше нет места для передаточных надписей)
severally — раздельно
partner — товарищ, член товарищества (фирмы)
to designate — обозначать, описывать, указывать
therein — в нем
indorsement in blank— бланковый индоссамент, бланковая передаточная надпись
special indorsement — именной индоссамент
conditional indorsement — условный индоссамент
tо invalidate — делать недействительным, аннулировать
to fulfill a condition—выполнять условие
restrictive indorsement — ограниченный индоссамент
for the account (of)— на чей-то счет
Pay D or order for collection — платить лицу Д. или его приказу только на инкассо
tо authorise expressly — дать полномочия в прямовыраженной форме
indorser — индосант, надписатель
indorsee — индоссатор, индоссат
liabilities — обязательство
unimpeachable — неоспоримый
to procure — приобретать, доставать, добывать
fraud — мошенничество
misrepresentation — ложное заявление, утверждение
duress — принуждение
nemo dat rule (Lat.) — правило о том, что никто не может передать другому лицу лучшего права собственности, чем он сам имеет
complete and regular on the face of it — по внешнему виду полностью и правильно заполненный (вексель)
under the conditions — на условиях
overdue — просроченный
to dishonour — отказать в акцепте векселя или в платеже по векселю
within the meaning of the Act — по смыслу закона
in breach of faith — в нарушении доверия
to amount (to) — сводиться к чему-либо, составлять что-либо
to sue on the bill — предъявлять иск с требованием оплатить вексель
personal defences—возражения по иску, вытекающие из обязательственных отношений сторон (между собой)
to be liable on the bill — нести ответственность за платеж по векселю
a good title (to) — законный правовой титул на что-либо
discharge for the bill — освобождение от обязательств по векселю
to present a bill for acceptance — предъявить вексель к акцепту
notice of dishonour — уведомление об отказе в акцепте векселя или в платеже по нему
to note (a bill) — получить нотариальную отметку на векселе об отказе в акцепте или платеже
tо protest a bill — опротестовать вексель

EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
negotiation, holder, bearer bill, to negotiate a bill by delivery, indorsement, order bill, to indorse, Judicature Act, defective, holder in due course, allonge, severally, partner, to designate, indorsement in blank, special indorsement, conditional indorsement, to invalidate, to fulfill a condition, restrictive indorsement, for the account (of), Pay D or order for collection, to authorise expressly, indorser, indorsee, liabilities, unimpeachable, to procure, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, nemo dat rule, complete and regular on the face of it, under the conditions, overdue, to dishonour, within the meaning of the Act, in breach of faith, to amount (to), to sue on the bill, personal defences, to be liable on the bill, a good title (to), discharge for the bill, to present a bill for acceptance, notice of dishonour, to note (a bill), to protest a bill.
Text 11. THE LEX CAUSE IN CONTRACT
The proper law of the contract
Most aspects of a contractual dispute are now considered to be governed by the proper law of the contract, that is, the law expressly or impliedly selected by the parties or, where their intention cannot be inferred, the law with which the transaction has its closest connection. The proper law, or where the validity of the contract is in question, the putative proper law, governs formation and essential validity, capacity, interpretation, effect and discharge of the contract. A contract is also valid in form if complying with the formalities of the law of the place where it is made (lex loci contractus) or, it would seem, of the proper law. It is possible for different aspects of a contractual dispute to be governed by different laws, but the strong tendency of English courts today is to apply a single legal system to the contract as a whole and to avoid the splitting up of the conflict problem on an issue-by-issue basis.
The task, then, is to identify the "centre of gravity" of the transaction, the State having the closest connection with the contract. Here the courts have striven to avoid a purely mechanical test. There are many facts to be taken into account: the place where the contract was made, the places of business of the parties, the contractual place or places of performance, the nature and subject-matter or the contract. The tendency at one time was in favour of presumptions: the lex loci contractus or the lex loci solutions. The modern view is that it is better to eschew presumptions.
Nevertheless, certain factors do tend to be given particular weight relative to others. The place of intended performance of the contract (lex loci solutionis) is obviously of major importance, for the ability to perform a contract within a given State largely depends on the willingness of the law or that State to accomodate such performance, so that the loci solutionis prima facie has a close connection with the contract. But a contract involves performance on both sides, and the two performances may be due in different places. For example, S in London agrees to sell goods to В in New York, the goods to be delivered in New York and the price to be paid in London. Whose performance is relevant, that of the buyer or that of the seller? The modern approach is to look to the performance which is characteristic of the contract. The payment of money is a generalized obligation, not necessarily referable to the supply of goods at all. By contrast, the delivery obligation marks off the transaction from other transactions not involving the supply of goods. So the relevant place of performance is New York, not London.
However, in a transaction as common as sale, questions of convenience also come into play. The London seller may be exporting his goods all over the world under a standard-term contract. In the absence of a choice of law clause, it is highly desirable to apply the same law to all the contracts, for whilst an individual buyer has the relatively uncomplicated duty of payment and can be expected to deal with reference to the law of the seller's place of business, it is scarcely reasonable to expect the seller, whose duties are more onerous and more subject to legislation and governmental control, to become familiar with the laws and executive machinery of all the States to which he is exporting his goods and to have the effect of his contracts depend on the particular place of delivery. So a refinement of the old rule has now emerged, namely a presumption, developed in particular in decisions in the Swiss Federal Court, that the contract is governed by the law of the principal place of business of the party whose performance is characteristic of the contract — in our example, the place of business of S in London. This is the presumption embodied in article 4(2) of the Contracts Convention.
Qualifications of the proper law rule
The proper law is not of universal application. In the first place, as we have seen, the definition and location of the connecting factor are matters for the lex tori, as also is the designation of the branch of law to which the relevant issue is to be deemed to belong and its characterization as a question of substantive law or of procedure. Procedural questions are themselves matters for the lex tori, not the proper law. A contract is formally valid if satisfying the formalities prescribed by the lex loci contractus, even if it does not meet those of the proper law. A contract valid by its proper law will not be enforced by an English court where this would involve breach of overriding statutory provisions or rules of public policy in England or to the extent to which the proper law is displaced by a statutory conflicts rule, nor where performance of the contract is unlawful by the lex loci solutionis or by the terms of a Convention which the courts of the forum are obliged to apply. American jurisprudence has developed further curbs on the concept of the proper law, in particular the "interest" principle which requires the forum to look at the content of the law contended for as the applicable law and to consider the extent to which its application would promote or adversely affect the interests of the forum or of another relevant State. English law has never adopted the interest theory and is unlikely to be responsive to it, since contracts not offensive to the public policy or overriding rules of the forum or of a country closely connected with the contract are essentially the concern of the parties themselves, to be dealt with under the private law.
The EEC Convention
Like most harmonizing measures, the EEC Convention of the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations had a long gestation period, a full decade elapsing between the start of the work and the conclusion of the Convention. It was intended to cover both contractual and non-contractual obligations, but at a later-stage it was decided to leave non-contractual obligations to be dealt with in separate Convention, and the provisions relating to these were accordingly jettisoned. Nevertheless, even in its reduced scope the Convention represents a major advance towards the resolution of problems arising from lack of uniformity in conflicts rules affecting contracts.
1. Scope of the Convention
The rules of the Convention apply to contractual obligations involving a choice between the laws of different countries. They do not, however, apply to (inter alia) questions involving the status or legal capacity of natural persons, obligations arising under negotiable instruments, arbitration agreements and agreements on the choice of court, questions governed by the law of associations, the ability of an agent to bind his principal or evidence and procedure. Any law specified by the Convention is to be applied whether or not it is the law of a Contracting State. Article 16 excludes renvoi, so that what is to be applied is the internal law of the relevant State, not its conflict of laws rules as well.
2. Partу autоnоmу
A contract is to be governed by the law chosen by the parties. The choice must be express or demonstrated with reasonable certainty by the terms of the contract or the circumstances of the case. By their choice the parties can select the law applicable to the whole or a part only of the contract and may at any lime agree to subject the contract to a law other than that which previously governed it. The choice of law by the parties does not prejudice the application of overriding rules of the forum or of another country with which all the other elements relevant to the situation at the time of the choice arc connected.
3. Applicable law in absence of choice
To the extent that the law applicable to the contract has not been chosen by the parties, a contract is to be governed by the law with which it is most closely connected. There is a presumption that the contract is most closely connected with the country where the party who is to effect the performance which is characteristic of the contract has, at the time of its conclusion, his habitual residence or, in the case of a body corporate or incorporate, its central administration, or, if the contract is entered into in the course of that party's trade or profession, the country in which his principal place of business is situated. Special rules apply to certain consumer contracts and individual employment contracts. In other respects, the Convention broadly follows existing conflict of laws rules governing contracts. The Convention is expressly made subordinate to choice of rules of Community law relating to contractual obligations as regards particular matters.
ACTIVE VOCABULARY
lex causae (Lat.) = the proper law (Engl.) — право, свойственное договору
to infer — выводить, подразумевать, прсзюмировать
inference — презумпция
putative — предполагаемый, мнимый
formation (of a contract) — заключение (договора)
capacity — правоспособность, дееспособность
discharge v. and п. — 1. освобождать от обязательств, 2. освобождение от обязательств, прекращение обязательств из договора
lex loci contractus (Lat.) = the law of the place where the contract is made (Engl.) — закон места заключения договора (сделки)
lex loci solutionis (Lat.) = the law of the place where the contract is performed — закон места исполнения договора (сделки)
prima facie (Lat.) ==at first sight (Engl.) — с первого взгляда, по презумпции, при отсутствии доказательств об ином
due — 1. должный, надлежащий, 2. причитающийся, срочный
executive machinery — судебные исполнительные органы
qualification — 1. квалификация, 2. свойство, качество, 3. оговорка, ограничение
to contend (for) — претендовать (на что-л.), оспаривать, утверждать
contention — спор, предмет спора, утверждение
to promote — 1. поощрять, содействовать развитию, поддерживать, 2. учреждать (акционерное общество)
to affect adversely — отрицательно влиять (на что-л.)
offensive (to) — 1. нарушающий (что-л.), 2. оскорбительный, 3. наступательный
to jettison — 1. отказаться (от чего-л.), 2. выбрасывать груз за борт (для спасения судна и остального груза)
scope — 1. сфера действия (конвенции), 2. объем полномочий
uniformity — единообразие
inter alia (Lat.) — среди прочего
natural person — физическое лицо
arbitration agreement — арбитражная оговорка, соглашение об арбитраже
the law of associations — акционерное право
procedure — гражданский процесс, судопроизводство
Contracting State — договаривающееся государство, государство—участник Конвенции
renvoi—разрешение спора по закону суда, обратная отсылка
to prejudice — наносить ущерб
without prejudice (to) — без ущерба (для чего-л.)
body corporate — юридическое лицо
individual employment contract—договор найма, трудовой договор
EXERCISES
1. Give Russian equivalents for:
the proper law of the contract, validity, capacity, effect and discharge of the contract, lex loci contractus, lex loci solutionis, prima facie, to be due, the delivery obligation, the supply of goods, the laws and executive machinery, qualification, lex tori, to promote, offensive to, to jettison, the scope of the convention, uniformity, natural person, body corporate, to prejudice, individual employment contract.

Text 12. COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
(i) Litigation and arbitration

A great many commercial disputes are resolved, not by litigation, but by arbitration. The relative merits of the methods of determining disputes are a perennial topic of discussion and controversy. Lawyers tend to prefer litigation, businessmen arbitration. Choice of the latter predominates in international contracts but is by no means universal. Neither system has any innate superiority over the other. Much depends on the nature of the dispute and the objectives of the parties. These may not be the same at the time of the dispute as they were at the date of the contract. In particular, the attitude of a plaintiff may be very different from that of a defendant.
That arbitration possesses certain advantages for the commercial man is undeniable. The parties can select an arbitrator or arbitrators in whom they have confidence (or can have the appointment made for them by a person or body whose judgement they respect) and who can be expected to be familiar with the kind of business in which the dispute arises. The proceedings are less formal and more flexible than litigation, the parties have greater control over them, the venue can be fixed by agreement with the arbitrator and (a matter of considerable importance) the hearing is private. Arbitration may also be cheaper and speedier than litigation, but this by no means necessarily follows.
The court fees in an action are nominal, whereas in an arbitration the parties are responsible for the arbitrator's remuneration and expenses (which may be particularly heavy if there are several arbitrators coming from different countries), the hire of accommodation for the hearing and the payment of a shorthand writer or machine operator if they wish to have a full record of the evidence. On the other hand, the arbitrator's greater familiarity with the practices of the industry or market may shorten the proceedings and thus save expense. Arbitration may be faster if the parties cooperate in bringing the case to a swift hearing, but allows more opportunity for delay to a defendant wishing to prolong the proceedings. The atmosphere of arbitration is generally considered to be less hostile than of litigation, and the arbitral award now has a greater degree of finality than a judgment. As against this, the arbitrator's interlocutory powers, though recently reinforced by the Arbitration Act 1979, are still not as extensive as those of a judge, a fact of particular importance if one of the parties wants interim relief or summary judgment. Finally, whereas judges are trained to think and act judicially and to treat the admissibility and weight of evidence with circumspection, some arbitrators without legal qualifications may be inclined to decide a case on their view of what is fair and without sufficient regard to the nature of the evidence or the appropriate rules of law. To this the businessman will no doubt reply with conviction, and with some justification, that it is only natural for the lawyers to feel happier in their own habitat!
(ii) Types of commercial arbitration
Apart from the division between domestic and international arbitration, arbitral proceedings fall broadly into one of two categories; ad hoc arbitrations, in which the parties themselves prescribe the mode of appointment of the arbitrator, who upon being appointed controls the proceedings himself, within the limits laid down by law; and institutional, or administered, arbitration, in which the arbitrator is appointed, the proceedings conducted and the award issued in accordance with the rules of a trade association or a national, regional or international organization. Institutional arbitration has the advantage of possessing a clear framework of procedure outside that prescribed by law and, in many cases, of institutional facilities for the conduct of the arbitration as well as an internal appeal system. These advantages necessarily involve some loss of flexibility but contribute greatly to consistency in the conduct of arbitrations within the system of business activity concerned. Among the London arbitral organizations are the London Court of International Arbitration, the London Maritime Arbitrator's Association and the leading commodity associations, such as the Grain and Feed Trade Association and the Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats Associations.
There is a profusion of foreign international organizations concerned with international commercial arbitration. Some of these are general and global in character such as the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the United Nations Commission on International   Trade Law (UNC1TRAL). Others are specialist, such as ICSID, or regional, such as the Inter-American Commercial Arbitration Commission.

ACTIVE VOCABULARY
controversy — спор
controversial—спорный
body—орган, организация, коллектив
venue — место (проведения арбитража)
the hearing is private — слушание дела проводится в закрытом порядке
court fees — судебные издержки
remuneration — вознаграждение
the hire of accommodation — наем помещения
shorthand writer — стенографист(ка)
machine operator — оператор стенографической машинки
record of the evidence — запись свидетельских показаний
delay — задержка
interlocutory powers — полномочия на вынесение предварительных решений
interim relief — предварительное возмещение
summary judgment — решение, принимаемое в порядке упрощенного (ускоренного) производства
to act judicially — действовать беспристрастно (осмотрительно)
admissibility of evidence — допустимость доказательств
ad hoc arbitration — специально создаваемый состав арбитража
the mode of appointment — порядок назначения
institutional arbitration — арбитраж какой-либо организации, постоянно действующий
trade association — торговое объединение, организация
award — арбитражное решение
outside that prescribed by law — не установленный законом
institutional facilities — средства обслуживания, представляемые организацией
appeal system — порядок подачи апелляций
commodity — товар
chamber of commerce — торговая палата
ICSID (International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes) — Международный центр по разрешению инвестиционных споров

Add. text. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF ENGLISH ARBITRATION LAW
Arbitration is subject to national law.
A question which has occasioned much debate in overseas literature is the source and content of the arbitrator's power. Various theories have been propounded: that the source of the arbitrator's authority and the enforceability of his awards, though immediately deriving from the agreement of the parties, are ultimately determined by national law; that the arbitration agreement constitutes an autonomous source of authority wholly independent of any national legal system; that the arbitration agreement brings into play an autonomous arbitral order from the institutional character of arbitration and based on principles common to civilized States. Extravagant claims have been advanced for the autonomy of arbitration.
Perhaps the largest proportion of international commercial arbitrations are conducted outside both national and legal boundaries. They are totally detached from every national system of law and are independent of the State in which they are held. The proceedings are consequently governed by and in accordance with international or at least non-national arbitration rules.
Such an autonomous regime is no doubt possible as a theoretical abstraction but has no place in the world of human affairs. The object of arbitration is to secure an enforceable award. Enforcement involves access to the machinery of the State in which the enforcement proceedings are to be taken, or in some other State, and this in turn presupposes that the award is recognized by the law of the State in question. Since all States impose at least some curbs on the power of arbitrators, and in all States arbitral proceedings and awards are in some measure subject to judicial review, it is not possible to divorce arbitration proceedings from the law of the place where they are conducted or are to be enforced. Indeed, arbitration law cannot be regarded as a closed system, for insofar as it is alleged to answer all queries of whatever character capable of arising in arbitration proceedings it is uncodified and incapable of ascertainment, and insofar as it does not answer such questions resort must be had to another source of authority. The law of the forum may, of course, permit reference to the law of another State (e.g. that selected by the parties in their contract) to govern their rights, but that other law will be allowed to operate only in the conditions and to the extent permitted by the lex fori.
So the ultimate source of an arbitrator's power is to be found by reference to the law of the place where the arbitration is held and/or that of the place where the award is to be enforced, and degree of autonomy possessed by the parties will depend on what is accorded to them by such law. It is true that English law is more rigid than most other legal systems, for it insists that, notwithstanding the terms of the arbitration agreement, the arbitrator must decide the dispute in accordance with the law (whether that of the forum or of some other State) and not ex aequo
et bono. English law has thus set its face firmly against the institution of amicable composition, in which the amiable compositeur is left free to decide the dispute according to his view of what is equitable and without obligation to apply the rules of a particular legal system.
The issue must be within the arbitrator's competence
The arbitrability of an issue is not often a problem in English commercial arbitration. The arbitrator must limit his inquiries and decision to the matters referred to him by the parties, whether in the arbitration agreement or by conduct amounting to submission to his jurisdiction, over the issues in question. But difficulties sometimes arise where a party seeks to attack the jurisdiction of the arbitrator on the ground that the contract containing the arbitration clause is void, either because there never was a consensus between the parties or because of some external ground of invalidity, or that some condition precedent to the exercise of the arbitrator's jurisdiction had not been fulfilled. Are these issues which the arbitrator himself can and should decide?
It is usually said that an arbitrator has no power to determine his own jurisdiction, but expressed in this form the proposition is somewhat ambiguous. Every tribunal, high or low, whose jurisdiction is challenged has to decide whether the contention of no jurisdiction is justified; the mere challenge cannot by itself deprive the tribunal of power to proceed, for otherwise it would be open to any party to frustrate the tribunal's lawful activities. An arbitrator before whom a point of jurisdiction is taken has to decide whether it is well founded. If he decides it is, he will decline to deal with the matter and leave the parties to take the dispute to the court. If he considers he has jurisdiction, he will proceed with the arbitration, recognizing that the court has the last word and may rule that his award is invalid for want of jurisdiction.
What the rule really means is that insofar as the arbitrator's jurisdiction derives from an arbitration clause in the contract and the subject of the dispute, the clause is to be treated as an inseparable part of the contract, with the result the arbitrator cannot give a binding ruling on the validity of the contract, for if it is indeed of no effect he has no power to entertain the preliminary question of validity unless the parties agree that he should do so. However, in other countries the view has steadily gained ground that the arbitration clause should be regarded as separable from the rest of the contract and that except where the arbitration clause is itself in question as a separate part of the agreement its validity should remain unaffected by the nullity or unenforceability of the rest of the agreement, thus leaving the arbitrator himself, rather than the court, the task of deciding on the validity of the contract as a whole. This solution is more consonant with the intention to the parties at the time of conclusion of the arbitration agreement, for the presumption is that they wish the arbitrator to deal with all the issues arising from the contract, including its validity, rather than to have the question of validity split off for prior determination by the court.

ACTIVE VOCABULARY
to be subject to — регулироваться
enforceability — обеспеченность исковой защитой; исполнимость
arbitral order — порядок проведения арбитража 
institutional character — принадлежность к организации или учреждению
enforcement proceedings — требование (иск с требованием) исполнить арбитражное решение
judicial review — судебное рассмотрение, контроль, надзор, пересмотр
ex aequo it bono — Lat., по справедливости
amicable composition — компромиссное соглашение; мировая сделка
submission — согласие на передачу дела в арбитраж; арбитражное соглашение (оговорка); передача дела в арбитраж
arbitration clause — арбитражная оговорка
to attack the jurisdiction of the arbitrator — оспаривать компетенцию арбитра
consensus — общее согласие; единогласие, консенсус
contention of no jurisdiction — оспаривание полномочий арбитра
challenge — возражение, отвод
to frustrate — нарушать, расстраивать
nullity — ничтожность
validity – действительность, юридическая сила

